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At the time of writing NSW is starting to emerge from Covid 19
lockdown.
First step: two adults and their children allowed to visit other
families! Hopefully by the time you get to read this we will see a
few more restrictions lifted.
With almost no rides held prior to lockdown and none due in the
foreseeable future, it was a bit of a daunting task trying to source
enough material to put a newsletter together! As luck would have
it, with the help of some of the SMC and you the members, we
have ended up with an interesting newsletter for you to enjoy.
Thanks to everyone who has contributed and to those who
sourced articles. Without your contributions, at this point in time with no rides being run, we would
not have a newsletter.
A big thank you to both Cherry Cummins and Debbie Pevy for sharing their fitness tips and tricks
which, for the most part, they presented at the Bathurst AGM.
When it comes to Covid 19 Rules and Regulations, these seem to be changing day by day.
Different States also have different regulations. What is in this newsletter was correct at the time of
going to print but by the time you get to read this edition, things may be entirely different. With
regard to riding and exercising your horses please go to the appropriate Government website to get
the most up to date information.
Fingers crossed we will be allowed to run rides in the very near future.
Cover photos: Centre Mady Hooper at the NSW State Ride, St Albans then clockwise from the top
left hand corner: Brad Jones at Mudgee 2019; Fiona Meller and Nicola Mepham, happy to have
conquered McKecknies; Bella Duff enjoying her ride at Bullio and Cory Nix, Wednesday morning
after coming down McKecknies at Shahzada.
Cover design: Henley Design.
Editor: Helen Rich
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President’s Report
Well, where do I start? What can I say? Damn Corona
Virus!
I truly hope everyone is staying safe and abiding by the
essential travel constraints, social distancing and staying
at home as much as possible. I am aware most of us are
starting or completing home chores and some lucky
members are still riding and training our steeds hopefully
to keep them sort of fit so they are ready for the rides if
and when they restart. Hopefully the current restrictions
may be relaxed soon so as to allow the rides to go ahead
in some way. The way is yet to be determined by our
governing body, the AERA along with all state divisions.
Your SMC is by no means sitting back and relaxing. I
personally know how much work committee members are
expending on keeping up to date with all Covid-19
restrictions. We have changed from our usual face-to-face
meetings opting for the fabulous GoTo Meeting platform,
along with phone calls, text and messenger messages. It
seems never ending.
I assure you that the usual management of the sport is not
being forgotten. We have some members continually
working on new member incentives such as the Mentoring
System and the Step Up Project - thanks Belinda and
Faith for taking the lead on this. We also have the continuation of the Department of Sport grant (which
thankfully has been extended until the end of the year). This grant has mostly been expended but we still
have a fair amount which has been allocated for an advertising campaign which was due to start this year.
Luckily we had a few hiccups and it got postponed. It would have been wasted totally with all that is
happening and with no rides to attend. Hopefully when we get the green light to start rides again we can get
some advertising on the Regional TV stations and radio.
Let’s hope the rides return soon, and in the meantime we will endeavour to keep you informed as best we
can. Thank you Kerry and Noni especially for keeping on top of future updates.
For all members trying to stay fit and trim for the future, take a look on Facebook for Deb Pevy and Cherry
Cummings who are providing some very interesting and motivational exercise regimes.
To all, please stay safe look after yourselves, your family and friends.
Looking forward to seeing you all around the tracks in the future.
Cheers Tony
P.S. I understand there are a lot of questions regarding the WA Tom Quilty 2020. Please be assured NSW
along with AERA and WA are in heavy consultation as to how this will work or proceed. Again we will
endeavour to keep you all informed as best as possible.

NSW ERA COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Meetings are currently held at
Richmond Club
Cnr. East Market and Francis Street, Richmond
Meetings commence at 7.00pm sharp.
All members are invited to attend.
Next Meeting Dates via tele conference
12 June 2020
9 July 2020
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SMC Portfolio reports.
AERA report.

The AERA have established a working group for Covid 19 to
stay on top of the ever changing situation of the virus.
Negotiations are continuing with the insurance company to
reduce premiums as there are no events being held, this is
complicated by the fact that there have been some early
events and some events are planned for later in the season.

The committee is expecting to hold monthly meetings to
ensure all items are kept up to date.
To all members, when you are out riding your horse please
stay safe and remember to observe all the relevant state and
federal government guidelines. Most notably social
distancing of 1.5 meters and no more than two people in a
group.
Happy trails,
Peter Bice, NSW AERA delegate

International Report
Hello All,
Hope all who are reading this Newsletter are safe and keeping yourselves
isolated to contribute towards the eradication of the Covid 19 pandemic.
I have been in touch with my friends around the world and it sounds like us
Aussies are doing a lot better than most of the countries through support
from our government.
Corona virus has been known for some time now among animals but
Covid 2019 outbreak of the virus has become huge. If you do your
research about the virus you will find the equine industry has known and
reported about the Equine corona virus (ECoV) since 2010 in Japan,
Europe and the USA. The latest case of ECoV was in 2017.
What Covid19 now means to us is that lots of people have been home and
not going to work which adds to the financial burden. Among other things
in lots of areas of Australia where grass is still scarce considering we have
been in drought, then fires, floods in parts and now the paddocks being
prepped to sow because of the weed, adding to the postponing or
cancellation of endurance rides for the first half of the year. The best thing
to do is to exercise your horses in small isolated areas on your own
property or just turn them out and not put training stress on the horses or yourself. Put out a bale of hay and
let the horses reset and recover as we all know they will come back stronger both mentally and physically,
though that doesn't mean we don't check on our beloved athletes who are part of our family.
As I mentioned earlier we are still doing better than most of the world. For example, look at the outbreak of
African horse sickness in Thailand which has killed hundreds of horses and was spread by infected zebras
imported from Africa. With no quarantine requirements or procedures for importation of exotic animals, this
was the result. Glad we have strict quarantine rules.
Many countries now have complete shutdown which means no groceries or any other commodities either
and the government supplying food door to door as new cases have again emerged.
The last thing I would say is remember and practise to "Love thy neighbour as thyself". Even if you don't get
along with them, now is the time to sort out the differences and be there for each other. It's the same land
we all live on, so let the fences NOT separate us while we are alive.
Take care and remember that what we do reflects on all of us in the Endurance community.
Always here for you all.
Alam Dastani.
Websites where you can obtain up to date information on current restrictions.
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covidhttps://www.nsw.gov.au/covid
https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.equestrian.org.au
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New Members
Maureen
Kerry
Lorry
Meg
Karlee
Lilly
Isabella
Peter
Kaja
Stefanie
Tamara
Tracee
Morgan
Jessica

Zeschke
Alderton
Wertheimer
Wade
Rose
Ashby
Worner
Salon
Robinson
Ulrich
Gibson
Steele
Stapley
Hudson

Senior
Senior
Inter
Senior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

GOULBURN
RUFUS
MITTAGONG
HOLBROOK
MURRUMBUCCA
TERMEIL
CURBAN
MEADOW FLAT
GILGAI
TABLETOP
TABLETOP
KUNGHUR
TABLETOP
YEOVAL

Zone One Report for Magazine April 2020
With all systems go in February, Sydney Region Endurance was
planning for a great ride at Mountain Lagoon in March. Assessing
the challenges that could await, then having some real issues with
COVID-19 and volunteers, only 2 weeks out, our committee sadly
decided to “pull the pin” on the young but coveted Mt Lagoon Ride.
The dreaded virus thwarted all our plans and hopes. Who knows
when lockdowns will be eased, and we all know it’ll be a long time
before normality really resumes.

in flats or houses in the suburbs.

I believe many people are still able to train their horses at this
point, one way or another. Many of us are lucky to have open land
and beautiful horses to commune with rather than being cooped up

Our committee has seen a change, being the resignation of our highly accomplished President, Marita
Rifai. Thanks to Marita for a great contribution over the years and to her husband Joe for his support too.
Hopefully Marita will have a decent rest then return in years to come.
Our new President is Garry Weis, taking up the reins and keeping the wagon on track. Obviously Garry is
already very good at delegating as he’s gotten me to do this report instead of him. (Is that why I’m called
the Zone Delegate? Coz I get delegated the jobs no-one else wants!)
So, with the late COVID-19 related cancellation of the Mt Lagoon Ride, the next ride date in question was
the Q60, scheduled for July 11 and 12
We decided to keep the date but plan to run the Mt Lagoon Ride, if we can. Of course it all depends on
when various bans are lifted as to whether we can actually pull it off. The plan, at this point, is to reassess
the situation towards the end of May.
Please keep an eye on that online calendar and keep your horses ticking over as we will need entrants to
support us! We’ve had some beautiful weather for getting out on our horses. It may well be that numbers
might be restricted, so be sure to get your entries in if and when they open!
Many people will be pleased to be reminded that the Mt Lagoon 40km Intermediate Ride is not ascending
that interminable uphill billy goat track known as Wards Track! Only Leg 1 of the 80km Ride is doing
Wards Track. It’s actually one of my favourite tracks on earth, one that winds through such diverse and
beautiful habitats, with some wonderful views, afforded even more visibility since the recent fires. The
final, short descent into the picturesque locality of Mt Lagoon is the icing on the cake when completing a
challenging leg. Also remember that is this one of the original areas where Endurance Rides began. We
are proud of our beautiful bush and rugged sandstone escarpments and hope that you’ll be able to join us
on track soon.
Happy trails, Faith Robinson, Zone Delegate, Sydney Region
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John Howe Portfolio reports.
Newsletter;
Welcome to the March April Newsletter, the Covid 19 Special!
The world as we know it has stopped until further notice.
However, as a nation and as a sport we will get through this.
If we cast our minds back to 2007, Equine Influenza stopped us in
our tracks for seven months. I was one of those interred at camp
Stalag St. Albans for a week until I could go home!
I was Chief Steward at the first ride back, Cedar Ridge at Oberon
March 2008.To say the least we overcame E.I and we will overcome
Covid 19.
The problem with this event is that we have very little in the way of
endurance events to report on. So for 2020 and as everything is on
hold until further notice, we don't know when we will get going again.
In the meantime, our Newsletter is our principal means of
communication to our members and the larger world. Therefore, we
must continue to publish to keep our brand name in the
marketplace. To this end every effort has been made to source
relevant material at short notice.
I have been making phone calls all over the world speaking to endurance riders to get an international slant
on Covid 19 and how riders are being affected and what they are doing to keep both their horses and
themselves ride fit and ready to resume when the world goes back to normal. More of that in the next
edition of the newsletter.
A huge thank you to Helen Rich, our editor. Helen has not only edited this issue but has also sourced a lot
of copy for it.
Thank you to Jo Arblaster for proof reading, photos and interviewing a number of people to provide articles.
Thank you to all those who have generously provided articles, photos and items for this issue.
Thanks to the Mt Lagoon ride committee who have provided a ride preview for its ride which hopefully we
will be able to attend later in the year.
My final request to you as members is that we all have stories to tell. Please don't be shy. If you feel you
can't write an article, contact Helen, Jo Arblaster or myself and we'll put your stories into words. If you have
some pictures, especially of past events and of course if you get a call from me requesting an interview,
don't be shy.
As a wise man once said, we are all in this together and as an organisation we will get through it.
On ANZAC Day I went to my Fire Shed, raised the flags and stood on a glorious morning, playing the Last
Post. The last time I was raising flags at my shed it was in the middle of the bushfires, the sky was sepia
from the dust and smoke, the paddocks were parched and I was commemorating the death of more
Firefighters. Well we overcame the bushfires and we will overcome this latest trial.
Zone Two:Sadly all Zone Two rides are off until further notice .However, once we get the go ahead, Windeyer will try
to re-run what should have happened in May and of course the Bullio Cup has not given up hope. So
hopefully this crisis will pass and we'll be able to have a brilliant end of season as a prelude to a fantastic
2021, especially as the fires are behind us, it's rained and now beautifully green.
Zone Two The Best In The West!
Finances.
As acting Treasurer, I'd like to report that we are in excellent financial health which will enable us to endure
the economic crisis that Covid 19 has inflicted on us. We have enough cash reserves to see us through.
There is even the possibility of some form of State or Federal financial assistance.
I spoke to the AERA Bookkeeper today and all our bills have all been paid. We do not owe the AERA a cent
at this point.
John Howe Acting Treasurer
17:20pm 28th April, 2020
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Mt Lagoon—Sydney Region
11—12 July 2020
MOUNTAIN LAGOON - Sydney Region
Contact Garry Weis 0409 840 453 - sydneyregionenduranceriding@gmail.com
RIDE NAME:

Mountain Lagoon Endurance Ride

RIDE BASE ADDRESS: Sam’s Way, Mountain Lagoon (via Bilpin and Bells Line of Road) is an easy
14km drive, on almost all sealed road off Bells Line of Road, from the township of Bilpin. The ride base is
suitable for all size vehicles with easy access. We DO NOT recommend accessing the ride base from any
other roads apart from Mt Lagoon road, from Bilpin, unless you are familiar with the area.
DATE OF EVENT:

Saturday 11 and Sunday 12 July 2020

RIDE SECRETARY:

Garry Weis 0409 840 453 sydneyregionenduranceriding@gmail.com

TIMETABLE (ALL SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
Ride Base opens: 8.30am Saturday 11th July
Office opens: 9.00am Saturday & 6.30am Sunday
Vetting opens: 10.00am Saturday & 7.00am Sunday
Saturday 11 July 2020
Distance

40km

20km

5km

Ride Entry Fee

$85

$60

$40

Expected start time

12.00pm

1.00pm

2.00pm

^To do the Intermediate rides, you must either be a member of NSWERA or pay an additional day
membership fee of $15
Sunday 12 July 2020
Distance

80km

40km

20km

5km

Ride Entry Fee

$120 SNR
$100 JNR

$85

$60

$40

Expected start
time

5.00am

7.00am

8.30am

9.00am

EVENT INFORMATION
Compulsory pre-nomination
Online pre-entry
Canteen
Showers
Dogs Allowed
No frills ride
Additional camping fees
Fires Allowed
Wood Supplied

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes included
TBC
No

HOW TO ENTER
All entries will be required via online entry- https://www.manehub.com/sydneyregion
Sydney Regional Endurance Riders Mountain Lagoon Ride March 2020 Nominations
The 80km ride is suitable for fit novice horses starting at 5am and the first leg is the same as last year and
will travel 8kms down Mountain Lagoon Road to Comleroy Road T intersection where you will turn left and
travel 2kms along Comleroy Road before turning right down Gees Arm North Fire Trail which is a lovely
soft gently undulating track. Travel to a turn around and return to Comleroy Road and turn right and head
down to the T intersection of Upper Colo Road and Comleroy Rd and turn left and ride about a kilometre
along upper Colo Rd.to a checkpoint where you will be turned left travelling past the fire station and up
Ward's Track to Mountain Lagoon and return to ride base.
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The second leg of the 80km ride will loop Sam’s Way and turn right
into a lovely shady track that will loop around and come back out on
the Mt Lagoon Road turning left you will travel along Mountain
Lagoon Road to a checkpoint where you will be turned left down
Little Wheeney Creek Fire Trail to a turn around and back to
Mountain Lagoon Road. On returning to Mountain Lagoon Road you
will turn right and travel back along Mountain Lagoon Road for 7kms
and turn left into Long Ridge Fire Trail to a turnaround. You will then
travel back through Charlie and Lee-Anne Gauci's beautiful property
and coming out on Sam’s Way and back to ride base.
The 40km Intermediate ride will be following leg 2 as above.
The 20km Social Ride is a gentle and undulating ride, following a
soft shady track through private property then turning left onto
Mountain Lagoon Road until you turn right and travel along Long
Ridge Fire Trail to a turnaround point and back through Charlie and
Lee-Anne Gauci's beautiful property and coming out on Sam’s Way
and back to ride base
The 5km Introductory Ride is an easy gentle ride following a soft
shady track through private property and a lovely loop around Sam’s
Way and back to base, a great walk for anyone supervising the
budding endurance rider.
RIDE BASE INFORMATION
Sam’s Way, Mountain Lagoon (via Bilpin is and Bells Line of Road)
is an easy 14km drive, on almost all sealed road off Bells Line of
Road, from the township of Bilpin. The ride base is suitable for all
size vehicles with easy access. We DO NOT recommend accessing
the ride base from any other roads apart from Mt Lagoon road, from
Bilpin, unless you are familiar with the area.
Horse water will be provided – please bring your own
drinking water
Easy access for all size vehicles. Portable toilets will be
available throughout the ride base. Mobile phone coverage
will be limited
CATERING
There will be catering from Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Host Website - www.sydneyregionenduranceriding.com.au
Host Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/
SydneyRegionEnduranceRidingNSW/
Sydney Region Endurance Riding - Zone One - NSW Home | Facebook
Sydney Region Endurance Riding - Zone One - NSW,
Hawkesbury, New South Wales, Australia. 1.2K likes.
Endurance Ride Committee - promoting the sport of
endurance riding and organising rides in Sydney.
Facebook event – https://www.facebook.com/
events/2214247175550905/
Horse Health Declarations will be required to be completed
https://nswera.asn.au/images/forms/
NSW_HHD_3days_Sept2016.docx .
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Riders having fun taking part in the Mt Lagoon ride in 2019. Hopefully the 2020 ride will eventuate.
Photos: Animal Focus.
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Article By:
Dr Corinne Hills, Pro-Dosa International Ltd., 34 Ryan Road, RD 4,
Pukekohe, New Zealand.
Phone: +64 27 238 8482 Email: info@pro -dosa.com
Website: www.pro-dosa.com

Travelling with Horses
While many people think a change is as good as a rest, horses, by
nature, are homebodies. They like their own quiet surroundings, their
own friends, and routine.
Researchers at the veterinary college at UC Davis have looked at several different classes of
stress that affect horses in transport, and another group from the University of Poland have
measured oxidative stress (a measure of inflammation) that results from travel. You can read
their papers in their entirety for yourself, but I’m basically going to summarise some of their
findings here, as I think they will be important for everyone travelling to competitions, races, and
other events this summer.
Several different types and sources of stress appear to affect horses when they are travelling.
They are removed from their homes, their routine, and their herd. Water tastes different, and
they may be fed from different types of feeders at different times. They will be in a confined
space (truck, trailer, boat, or airplane), and they won’t be able to graze, at least while they are in
transit. In fact, they may or may not get to eat at all, and water may only be offered occasionally.
Certainly, feed and water consumption routines will be different, at best. They might be stuck in a
public transport next to a horse they don’t know or in your own float next to one that they don’t
really get along with that well. They might have to have their heads tied to prevent them biting
their “friends”, and restricted head movement is another contributor to stress. For some older,
arthritic horses, the overall lack of free movement can be painful and emotionally stressful too.
While too little movement isn’t great, the flip side of the coin is that horses will have to constantly
tense muscles to brace themselves to stay balanced and not fall over while you drive along
winding roads. There will be almost constant noise and vibration, and temperatures and
humidity will fluctuate. It can be pretty hot and humid for hauling horses, particularly in the
summer. The air coming through the truck/float may not be very fresh as it may contain vehicle
exhaust, dust, or ammonia from urine in the stall. Upon arrival at your event, there may be a
degree of organized (hopefully) chaos. There will likely be trucks, people, and horses
everywhere. While you may think it is a very social, interesting, and terribly fun situation, your
horse will find all the strangeness, strangers, and general mayhem to be less then comfortable.
They may not eat, drink, or rest normally upon arrival, and they may be more likely to colic. It
may take a few days of rest to recover from the trip down, but they will have to work and
compete almost as soon as they arrive in many cases. Once competition starts, they will be
asked to do their very best a few times a day or several times over a long week. For horses,
travel to events may result in emotional stress and physical stress.
How Did Scientists Prove That Travel Is Stressful?
Physical markers of stress were measured in horses transported over a few hours, and these
included the following:
1.

CK and AST elevations confirm muscle cell damage.
CK and AST are enzymes that are released from muscle cells when they are damaged,
often by lactic acid. They are the same enzymes your veterinarian will check to confirm if
your horse has tied-up. CK goes up within 2-8 hours of the episode of muscle cell
damage, and it goes back down quite quickly too. AST takes longer to go up, needing
about 12 hours. In tying-up, CK and AST might be over 1000 or even 2000, while normal
values are around 250. In these studies, CK reached levels of about 800. Elevations in
these enzymes were moderate, and proved significant muscle cell damage.

2.

MDA, ROS (reactive oxygen species), and fibrinogen elevations confirm cell
damage from oxidation and the inflammation that results.
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These are molecules that are
regularly measured to demonstrate
the inflammatory response to
oxidative stress or the oxidative
damage itself. That sounds more
complicated than it is.
Oxidative stress is the same thing as
oxidative muscle cell damage. It
occurs when exercising muscle cells
produce little molecules called free
radicals (ROS). Those little
molecules cause inflammation and
damage to the muscles that
produced them, and that process is
called oxidation, oxidative stress, or
oxidative muscle cell damage. The
Polish team found that MDA and
fibrinogen were significantly elevated,
and these are indicators of
inflammation and oxidative stress.
3.

Sue Todd’s Kadie preparing for her first trail ride after
floating to their destination.

Body temperature and White Blood Cell (WBC) changes demonstrate immune
compromise.
Elevated body temperatures and low white blood cell counts were common features, and
both of these are related to the suppression of the immune system at times of stress.

4.

Dehydration and body weight losses confirm reduced feed consumption and either
reduced water consumption or increased fluid losses.
Dehydration, as you might expect, was a feature, especially where horses were
transported in warmer weather. It was thought to be related to the disruption in normal
feed and water consumption patterns along with their response to heat. On average, the
UC Davis group reported that horses lost 6% of their body weight due to reduced feed
and water consumption in addition to dehydration.

5.

Variations in heart rate and cortisol increases indicate hormonal and biological
responses to emotional stress.
Cortisol, a hormone directly elevated at times of stress was found to be significantly
increased as was the incidence of heart rate variability. These findings might tell you that
your horse will actually feel stressed.

What Does All That Mean for You and Your Horse?
As I said, researchers proved that muscle cells are damaged, inflammation develops, horses get
dehydrated, and lose weight. It can mean more than that, though, as these changes make
horses more susceptible to disease conditions. It is well known, and studies have confirmed,
(several studies are referenced in the Polish group’s paper that you can look up and read if you
wish) that these changes can lead to tying-up, pneumonia, and colic, to name only a few. If you
are in any doubt that these conditions may be developing, call a veterinarian immediately.
Wow! This great trip for you may not be so great for your 4-legged friends. What can you do to
make it better for them?
The bunch at UC Davis had several suggestions. In addition to the practical and obvious things
like making sure your truck is in good repair and clean, making sure your horses are well
hydrated before they travel and have eaten well, making sure they eat and drink well while away,
planning your route and limiting the time spent travelling each day, they came up with a few that
were a bit more interesting. Horses that were allowed to face backward when travelling
appeared to have lower markers for stress and were less likely to suffer illness, as air quality and
their ability to clear their airways was improved. As always, there are exceptions. A small group
had greatly increased stress when facing backward and really wanted to travel facing the front.
In all cases, the maximum possible head freedom was good (so don’t tie your horses short
unless you must), and most of all, horses should be given 3 full days of rest to allow for complete
recovery from the ordeal.
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(Continued from page 11)

Three days of rest is probably not very realistic for most people. Your classes, races, or
competitions may start the day you arrive or the day after. Preventing as much of the physical
results of stress as possible will be important if there isn’t time to allow for full recovery from travel,
so if you can’t practically follow these recommendations, read our “Letter to Equestrian Sport
Competitors” found on the “where to buy” in New Zealand tab on our website for some tips on
how to use nutrition to help your horse cope with the stresses of-- and recover from travel.

REST IN PEACE
“SHADOW”

AUGUST 1994
AUSTRALIA DAY 2020
It is with sadness that I write of the
passing of “Shadow” who was for the
eight years, 2002 to 2009 my endurance
horse and companion.
He was a Stock Horse X Arab of unknown
breeding. He spent the first couple of
years of his ridden life working in a feed
lot.
Shadow was 6 years old when I
purchased him and (in my opinion) he
became one of the legends of distance
completion in Australian endurance. His
distance total for the eight years was
7,495 Ks.
Taking away the 2007 total mileage of
only 244k, that leaves a total of 7,251k in
seven years with two VO’s. First VO in
2003 and the other, in 2008.
The distance Shadow accumulated was
no doubt due to his completing Shahzada
and a 160 kilometer ride each year,
except for 2005 and 2007. He
successfully completed Shahzada every
year except for 2007 when it was
cancelled due to EI.
2002 Quilty at Lansbrough, 2003 NSW
State Championship, 2004 Quilty at Port
Elliot, 2006 Quilty Boonah, as well as
2006 NSW State Championship. 2008 Quilty, in Nanango and in 2009 the Quilty at Tonimbuk. In
the 2006 NSW State Championships at Windeyer, Shadow carried a heavyweight rider
successfully around the course in 14 hours 41 minutes for the rider’s first 160 km buckle.
It goes without saying that Shadow was an extremely tough horse, with great legs and feet
together with a good heart and keen attitude to work. He ate and drank well during competition and
was a very easy horse to manage. Due to his calm yet willing nature he applied himself efficiently
to work.
Always carrying a rider in the upper middleweight division our focus was on distance
completion not points.
Karen Rhodes
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Man-flu, in appetence and extreme physical exertion
how I conquered Shahzada by Kym Hagon
Thankfully my horse (Diamond R Boston – a.k.a. Boss) was far better prepared to take on the 400km than
I was. I had been doing a fair bit of running and general fitness work to be able to do my fair share of
running throughout the ride (as all good heavyweights should.), but contracted a dreaded man-flu from
one (all?) of the kids on the Thursday before. No probs, that gives me three and a half days to recuperate,
and we’ll be right for the ride. Here is a diatribe of how my horse and I managed to beat Shahzada despite
my suffering from a severe man-flu.
Friday – the mad packing. Have we got
everything – and I mean everything. Food, clothes
and bedding for two adults and 3 kids. For those
that haven’t done it, that means covering all
potential weather conditions for 8-9 days without a
washing machine (might bring one next year…)
and that’s heaps – first job well done by the superstrapper...great packing Kimmy.
More rugs, tack and strapping gear than could
possibly be needed (unless we didn’t bring them).
Bikes and scooters for kids. Microwave oven,
George Foreman Grill and one large chest freezer
(packed with pre-prepared food). Oh yeah, and
horse, membership, logbook, dog and kangaroo...
Mild cough and general malaise – quite
manageable at the moment.
Saturday – arrived and set up yard and camp
before helping vet a couple of horses for the 500.
Settled in to a lovely evening feed and a few well
chosen beverages. Cough developing nicely to
include a mild headache. Still dry and hacking, so
no joy with mucous.
Sunday – nervously await the weighing, entering,
vetting, pre-ride and jittery sleep. Helped with prePhoto: Animal Focus
ride vetting before taking Boss for a short ride –
extremely bouncy and keen. Moving well, so all
bodes well at the moment. He’s eating and drinking well in camp – had a few slightly loose poos today,
hopefully that doesn’t develop.
Losing voice now and lung capacity decreasing. Very clingy mucous that requires extraordinary force to
exhume it from the depths of the lungs… quite irritating really.
Monday – great to hear the rain falling just prior to saddling up… not too cold though, so here we go. He’s
a bit keen to belt up the common – it’d really gripe me if we go out first leg due to a tye up, so we do our
best to calm him and conserve energy whilst not getting him too frustrated. Must thank April Bonham for
Joda Shantilly’s backside which was imposing enough to act as large brake for Boss. Ran/walked up
Johnny Brown’s – where has all the oxygen gone? Lungs (mine) burning by the top, Boss grabs a quick
drink and then on we go.
Transmission Rd is a cracker and Boss rolls along at his usual speed and soon we’re heading down Blue
Hill, steady back into town. Vet through, a quick break before heading up McKechnie’s, along and back
down Jack’s. I pulled a leg muscle running down the last bit of Jack’s…could be a long week. Vetting all
fine – time to apply copious amounts of strapping tape to said leg before downing more cold and flu
tablets, sucking down a rum and off to bed.
Tuesday – Shepherds Gully into Great Northern Rd – Boss travelling over the rocks like a cat. He’s
chewing up the track today and feeling great. Vet through and all happy, then we prepare for the
afternoon leg. Due to a series of management issues between the end of the first leg and vetting for the

second leg, Boss ends up with a heart rate of 60 in the afternoon. This is closer to the limit than
planned and we nearly shit ourselves!
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Super strapper Kimmy is beside herself with worry – we have a short team meeting where I
point out glass isn’t just half full, but in actual fact extremely full. Boss is going great and we’ll
amend management and he’ll be fine…I’m sure. Must make mention of my super strapper here.
My beautiful wife Kim strapped nearly without fault all week. She was the hidden driving force
that kept his skin (and everything else) in excellent condition – no rubs, no cracks, no chaffing,
no problems. She was explaining her virtues as an aforementioned super strapper to strapping
rival, Stuart Hitchcock, when she discovered I had returned from being on course. Whence she
berated me for being in camp so soon without her having heard my number being called. All to
the jeering and sarcastic ‘encouragement’ of Stuey. Of course, being a diligent and observant
husband who knows when to shut up (sometimes) I apologised and continued unsaddling my
horse.
Wednesday – the hard leg – up Boyd’s, down McKechnie’s, up and over Preston’s and back
into town. Got the stuffing knocked out of me running up Boyd’s and then all the way over and
down McKechnie’s. Hurting a fair bit but determined to ‘put in’ over the big hill. Boss starting to
tire of waiting for me to get over Preston’s – as was Sue Todd and Shelly Ison – thanks for
waiting girls. Oxygen levels up here at this altitude seem to be particularly low. Lung capacity
extremely poor and cough starting to sound like a turbo charged furball. Had to poke my left lung
back down my throat once or twice as I’m pretty sure I coughed it out of my mouth – least that’s
what I thought it was… Stumble my way down the other side and back into town. Vetted through
OK – horse getting better in spite of my demise. For those of you intending to ride next year, the
afternoon leg is one to look forward to. Not too long and a really enjoyable track. Vetted through
and now I can really sense that if we continue to concentrate and ride to plan, we can get
through. Dangerous thoughts…stick to the plan… Shahzada Idol – disposed of any returning
voice by warbling out a few tunes (and a bit of mucous and disease thrown in for those in the
front row). Great fun though.
Thursday – heading basically along the first leg in reverse, but turning off a bit early from
Transmission Rd to go down The Steps. This is one of the much feared and maligned legs that
isn’t all that physically challenging, but technically it is enormous at this stage in the ride. Boss
normally moves over the rough stuff really well, but was a bit impatient today and rushed down
The Steps resulting in a few minor scrapes – still feeling great though and we vet through without
drama. Second leg – the first time he’s been truly bored and a bit unwilling. I’m starting to
physically improve and can now run virtually without limping. Robust man-cough still persisting.
One major surprise throughout the week has been my general inappetence. I’d usually always
back myself to eat vigorously in any situation – it may be due to this savage man-flu, or could be
due to me eating so much cold and flu medication...? Either way, losing weight steadily.
Friday – There’s a palpable apprehension all around camp. Riders are focused, and horses are
looking good. Quite enjoyed the turn around on the first leg which gave us the opportunity to
see/chat to ALL remaining riders in the field (some for the first time out on track). The legs seem
longer and longer as the ride goes on. Vet through OK and now one leg to go – so we’ll be in the
book in some way shape or form. Head out on final leg… up The Steps. We head out early to
just get the job done. Boss is back into concentration mode and ascends the climb without
incident. I however managed to injure previously good leg jumping off horse – stop sooking and
get on with it. The Steps is quite a long way up – gives us time to ‘smell the roses’ and imagine
getting through… dangerous thoughts – stick to the game-plan. Along Transmission Rd, down
Johnny Brown’s – no wonder I had no oxygen to spare going up this bloody ‘hill’ on Monday
morning – it goes forever. Back into town to meet an inspirational crowd of eager supporters
willing everyone on to success. I should say that from the onlookers on The Steps, to the crowd
at the end, whenever anyone gives a word of encouragement on course it goes a huge way
towards lifting your spirits and contributing to the impetus to get to the end – so thank you to ALL
who did!
Final vet check…Anthony asks if I’m more nervous vetting on the final day or riding. I told him
“There’s nothing wrong with this horse, so I’m not at all nervous”. I didn’t say it to be a smart-arse
or try to sway the decision, but that was the plain truth. With all the fantastic care that Kim gave
to Boss throughout the week, and Boss’s ability and faultless commitment to me and the task at
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hand, I never had cause to be nervous or worried about his progress or potential to complete –
except for the 60 heart rate which, as mentioned, nearly made us shit ourselves. The sense of
satisfaction and achievement at having completed this epic ride is probably only understood by
those who have done so. If you haven’t, I urge you to do so. If you have, you’re probably sitting
with the same smile on your face that I’ve got now. Cheers. Bloody good party as well, with good
friends.
Saturday – Called out for Best Managed and Conditioned was just a fantastic extra bonus that I’ll
cherish forever. Boss now has 3 from 3 completions and has been called up each time. Obviously
we’re completely thrilled with this horse’s talent and courage, but as he is home bred from a
successful Shahzada mare, that’s even more satisfying.
See you next year – probably from the other side. Kym Hagon

Remember you must put your PIC number on your ride entry forms. If you don’t have one, you can
download the Property Identification Code application and return it to your regional Local Land
Services office. If you require further information on PICs, you can view PIC landholders information
sheet (PDF), or PIC horses information sheet (PDF)

https://www.lls.nsw.gov.au/i-want-to/apply-for-a-property-identification-code
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Tumut Endurance Review
On the weekend of the 7th and 8th of March, the Tumut Endurance committee rallied together to hold a 40km
and 80km event in the Bondo Forest near Tumut with only two and a half weeks’ preparation. The event
took the place of Bumbaldry Endurance Ride who sadly, because of the bushfire threat, were unable to hold
their ride. The weekend saw beautiful weather for the ride that was the first 80km event held in NSW for
2020. The 80km attracted 47 starters and the 40km intermediate ride, 46 starters.
The event ran smoothly and was a fantastic opportunity to test different aspects, including new parts of the
course, for the New South Wales State Championships. Sadly, due to the Covid-19 situation, the 2020
State Championships had to be postponed from the original date in June. The committee is hoping to
reschedule to a date later in the year.
Results from the 80km event were as followed:
Heavyweight
1st place: Allan Caslick riding A’Landell Jester
2nd place: Stuart Lymbrey riding Happy Feet
3rd place: Heather Nagle riding Aloha Dash
Middleweight
1st place: Ellen Vine riding Alzarah
2nd place: Naomi McGaffin riding Kelkette Park Faris
3rd place: Ian Curtis riding Marat MA
Lightweight
1st place: Julie Hooper riding A’Landell Enigma
2nd place: Fia Hasko-Steward riding Blake’s Heaven Hiraani
3rd place: Catherine Bailey riding Razorback Annatole
Junior
1st place: Madison Hooper riding Night Fire
2nd place: Kaitlyn Mercieca riding Milandi Molly
3rd place: Tahnaya Mercieca riding Henley Farm Fursan
Tumut Endurance would like to thank Canobolas Endurance Riders, an anonymous sponsor, Animal Focus,
all of the dedicated volunteers and all of the riders that enabled us to put together a fabulous and successful
event at such short notice.
Leisa Courtman riding Aloha Sparks with Tracey Morley on Ejen Park Summer Tango and Heather Nagle
riding Aloha Dash, 9 hrs 47.. Animal Focus
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Naomi McGaffin riding Kelkette Park Faris, 2nd MWT, 7hrs 12 mins.
Tim White riding Khasper, successful in the Intermediate ride.
Nicola Mepham riding Meracious Mahrousseh, 8th LWT, 8hrs 27mins.
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Clockwise from top left.
Jayme Cooper with Minton East Willows Gift,
7th JNR, 9hrs 28 mins.
Karlee Rose riding Dark Intentions,
successful in the Intermediate ride.
Hannah Mitchell riding Sahara Park Miss
Rubicon
Animal Focus Photography
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Clockwise from the top left: Matilda Brady and Peanut.
Kaitlyn Mercieca riding Milandi Molly, 2nd JNR, 7hrs 35.07 .
Tahnaya Mercieca riding Henley Farm Fursan, 3rd JNR, 7hrs 35.10 and winner of the Vet's Choice award
sponsored by Animal Focus.
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Ride Name: Tumut Endurance Progressive Report
Distance: 80.0km
Start Date: 8/03/2020
Ride Type: Endurance
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Heavyweight
1
Allan Caslick
2
Stuart Lymbery
3
Heather Nagle
4
Sarah Pollard-Williams
Marty Moran

A'Landell Jester
Happy Feet
Aloha Dash
Kintamani Silver Fox
Coco Chanel

2
2
2
2
2

7:06:15
9:28:27
9:47:17
10:09:51
Lame L2

29, 40, 39 (Avg:39)
37, 46, 49 (Avg:47)
44, 46, 50 (Avg:48)
39, 40, 48 (Avg:44)
34, 47, 52 (Avg:49)

Middleweight
1
Ellen Vine
2
Naomi McGaffin
3
Ian Curtis
4
Simone Murphy
5
Amanda Kettlewell
6
Tamara Gibson
6
Morgan Stapley
8
Sarah Parker
9
Kristie Taprell
10 Anne Lymbery
11 Rachel Benad
12 Hannah Mitchell
13 Leisa Courtman
14 Tracey Morley
Kylie Jonkers
Shanna Milne
Tracy John
Bev Turner
Chris Morley

Alzarah
2
Kelkette Park Faris
2
Marat MA
2
Blake's Heaven Adventuress2
Oso Evita
2
Oso Zara
2
Oso Meeka
2
Majic Richardo
2
Castlebar Tracer
2
Garonne Park Kapten
2
Hirstglen Probably
2
Sahara Park Miss Rubicon 2
Aloha Sparks
2
Ejen Park Summer Tango 2
Oso Silver Solaman
2
Yaraandoo Myee-Jarrah
2
Berwick Red Princess
2
Dane
2
Rocky Creek Tiger Lilly
1

6:25:44
7:12:27
7:19:09
7:22:06
7:27:52
7:37:09
7:37:09
7:48:11
8:04:14
9:28:32
9:28:46
9:40:06
9:47:07
9:47:15
Lame L2
HR L2
Lame L2
HR L2
Lame L1

35, 40, 43 (Avg:41)
34, 41, 41 (Avg:41)
37, 37, 49 (Avg:43)
35, 46, 47 (Avg:46)
39, 45, 52 (Avg:48)
42, 55, 57 (Avg:56)
38, 49, 33 (Avg:41)
44, 50, 43 (Avg:46)
50, 49, 50 (Avg:49)
38, 35, 42 (Avg:38)
38, 40, 42 (Avg:41)
37, 47, 49 (Avg:48)
38, 45, 45 (Avg:45)
30, 50, 49 (Avg:49)
34, 43, 47 (Avg:45)
35, 46 (Avg:46)
31, 51, 41 (Avg:46)
33, 47, 65 (Avg:56)
42, 50 (Avg:50)

Lightweight
1
Julie Hooper
2
Fia Hasko-Stewart
3
Catherine Bailey
4
Victoria Bice
5
Ali Godfrey
6
Simon Bain
7
Faith Robinson
8
Nichola Mepham
9
Kim Noble
10 Louise Stevens
11 Sorsha Stuart-Rokvic
12 Leanne Holz
Roz Edmunds
Jodi Dewick Wickwood

A'Landell Enigma
Blake's Heaven Hiraani
Razorback Annatole
Oso Ngaire
ake
Akifa Farras Ice
Sassy Grace
Meracious Mahrousseh
Springridge Elite
Allegation
Coolinda Park Winston
Rocky Creek MR. T
Everon Park Apollo
Dark Rose

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

7:06:12
7:22:00
7:22:12
7:27:48
8:05:19
8:27:16
8:27:21
8:27:27
9:07:21
9:28:22
9:28:37
9:40:04
HR L2
OT L1(R)

38, 44, 49 (Avg:46)
31, 40, 44 (Avg:42)
30, 39, 40 (Avg:39)
40, 48, 60 (Avg:54)
39, 46, 51 (Avg:48)
36, 51, 52 (Avg:51)
38, 47, 58 (Avg:52)
34, 40, 45 (Avg:42)
39, 50, 57 (Avg:53)
36, 45, 48 (Avg:46)
43, 46, 50 (Avg:48)
31, 39, 48 (Avg:43)
31, 39, 64 (Avg:51)
33, 43, 54 (Avg:48)

Junior
1
Madison Hooper
2
Kaitlyn Mercieca
3
Tahnaya Mercieca
4
Poppy Kettlewell
5
Emma Cole
6
Alison Noble
7
Jayme Cooper
Tegan Ashby
Matilda Brady

Night Fire
Milandi Molly
Henley Farm Fursan
Al-Marah Red Cardinal
Aloha Sweet Brier
Sbara Teddy
Minton East Willows Gift
Lentara Park Heather
Peanut

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

7:06:13
7:35:07
7:35:10
7:37:06
7:48:00
9:07:29
9:28:12
Lame L1
Lame L1

30, 36, 44 (Avg:40)
41, 44, 42 (Avg:43)
31, 32, 48 (Avg:40)
32, 52, 48 (Avg:50)
39, 50, 48 (Avg:49)
34, 46, 48 (Avg:47)
39, 47, 52 (Avg:49)
42, 47 (Avg:47)
42, 39 (Avg:39)
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Cherry Cummins
I recently spoke alongside Debbie Pevy at the last NSWERA AGM about the importance of rider fitness.
I have been teaching in the fitness industry for 7 years and the reason I chose this path was because I used
to be an Australian Rep track runner so have had access to the best coaches from a young age.
My biggest equestrian endurance accomplishment is 10/10 400km Shahzada completions.
Here is something to get you thinking
and more encouraged to exercise - Be
Aware of "Use it or Lose it!"
Your body is this wonderful adaptive
mechanism that reacts to the stresses
placed on it. So when we push it a little,
it decides it needs to improve its
performance. Its rationale is, "If I get
better at this, it will be easier, and
require less effort" Another way of
saying this is "your body is LAZY"!
This is the basics of almost all physical
and technical training.
However, the converse is also true; if
you don't use something (e.g. a
muscle), your body says to itself, why
am I spending energy maintaining this
unneeded resource (muscle, skill,
neural links,….)? Good question- so it
doesn’t. So while "use it or lose it" is a
simplistic slogan, there is just enough
truth in it to make it worth remembering.
Cherry and Alice doing the Emu trot at Shahzada.
Animal Focus

With that said, let's go through the
essential exercises that you can make
a routine of at home during COVID 19
and beyond.

Endurance riding like any equestrian discipline is a partnership between horse and rider; you are a TEAM!
Throughout my years competing in endurance riding it has come to my attention that you do not need to be
really fit to compete as there are not too many extremely fit people competing and they still do well. I
personally like to be in top fitness to help my horse out as much as possible, especially when it comes to
getting up mountains.
Riding up steep hills requires a higher energy output which causes horses to fatigue faster. You can help
your horse a great deal by dismounting and walking, tailing or running with your horse.
Every horse has a different pace they are comfortable with going up and down different terrains. I have to
be fit to make it easier for my mare (Winter Hill Alice). I will be off leading up a steep climb and I will have to
get up there as quickly as possible as I know she finds it easier to go quicker. If I was to slow down, that
could cause her to lose momentum and trip. If you feel like you are unable to keep up with your horse you
also have the option to ‘tail’ up mountains.
However, if you decide to stay mounted, just remember that your horse is sensitive to how you ride. They
can feel subtle weight changes and tension, so balance is very important as the horse will be re-balancing
itself to adjust to how you are riding and the terrain they are facing.
One of the most important things is to get your [body] alignment checked by a health professional and
always receive medical clearance before starting a new exercise program. There is a huge amount we can
do to improve our flexibility and fitness off the horse that will help the performance for you and your horse.
Horse riding is an isometric exercise as it uses specific muscles to stay balanced while mounted. Because
of this, postural strength is very important. Whenever possible, Practice good posture as this will help
activate stabiliser muscles and allow you to breathe properly.
Breathing correctly is important while exercising for many reasons. It helps with posture and the transporting
of oxygen to help reduce fatigue to your muscles. Your abdominals and spinal erectors help stabilisation
and your thighs in particular are called upon to maintain a correct seat. Training should be focused towards
strength, endurance and balance.
Try doing supermans and other back related exercisers. Swimming is also a good option. Many beginner
(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)

and intermediate riders focus too much on abdominal strength and end up leaning forward in the saddle.
Counter this tendency by exercising back muscles.
Leg Strength is important as underdeveloped leg muscles can result in injuries, particularly to the knees and
lower back. Body weight squats, wall sit, Swiss ball hamstring curls, single leg calf press and hip abduction
and adduction with a resistance band are safe and effective.
I ride bareback a lot as it helps with natural positioning and thigh strength. Cardiovascular exercise is very
important for an endurance rider. I recommend at least 3 x 30mins of running, cycling or swimming per
week.
I work in a gym so it’s easy for me to fit in a workout. I do 2 x strength sessions a week, 3 x stretching
sessions, 2 x track sessions and one long slow distance run per week as well as all the miles I do horse
riding.
It’s important to practise time management to fit in your workout
sessions and also to prepare your food to fuel your body correctly; we
must be fed well for excellence in exercise. Like a race car gets
premium fuel for best performance, aim to eat good quality food that
is unprocessed and still close to its natural state. It is all about
moderation and balance.
I always try to eat 5-6 meals a day to keep my metabolism firing
whilst meeting my daily macronutrient requirements. (Protein, fats,
carbs). I start my day with a big bowl of oats (complex carbohydrates)
that is low GI giving me sustained energy (no my horse doesn’t share
this with me!)
Daily food example:
Breakfast - oats or 2 boiled eggs with brown seeded bread and
avocado
Morning tea - handful of almonds and an apple
Lunch - Chicken, avocado and cheese wrap
Afternoon tea - peanut butter on cruskits
Dinner - 250g steak with roast potatoes and vegetables
Dessert- CHOCOLATE, everything in moderation and I'm only human!
Aim for a ratio of 40 percent protein, 40 percent carbohydrates and 20 percent fats.
AND don’t forget about water! Every day we lose fluid so we must frequently replenish fluid intake to stay
hydrated. Try drinking 3-6 litres of water a day depending how much you sweat.
VEGIES & FRUIT #1
Fill half your plate with mostly non-starchy vegies & a little fruit. These provide volume and filling power for
not many kilojoules and they are packed with nutrients, fibre and the phytochemicals our bodies need. With
a low energy density and high nutrient density, they are worthy of the biggest space. Vegies are the one
food group where you can pretty much eat as much as you like!
Example of your day on a plate:
PROTEINS #2
Include a good serve of a protein-rich food such as seafood, meat,
eggs, legumes, tofu or dairy. This will help you to manage your
appetite and feel satisfied after meals. Spreading your protein out
over the day may also help you to achieve a healthy body
composition, preserving or building lean muscle while burning body
fat.
SMART CARBS #3
Add a modest portion of a smart carb such as wholegrain, legume
or starchy vegetable. These keep you fuller for longer, fuel your
brain, give you energy to exercise & are fibre-rich for good gut
health. Smart carbs are essentially minimally processed carb-rich
foods so they retain their nutrients, and are slowly absorbed (low
GI). These are the kind of carbs that will help you to get lean and/or
stay lean.
GOOD FATS #4
Gone are the days of fat phobia! We need good fats such as those
found in nuts, seeds, avocado & extra virgin olive oil. What we don't need are highly processed modern fatty
foods. Good fats providing essential nutrients are necessary for absorption of certain antioxidants and just
(Continued on page 23)
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as importantly they provide taste, flavour and palatability to meals. Set your goals, strive and achieve. Your
horse will thank you!

EXERCISES
Give these exercises a go to kick-start your muscles to maintain your
rider fitness. I recommend 3 sets of 10 reps or until you feel like your
form is weakening.
Ball Squeeze
Try a ball hip adductor exercises. Use any rubber or plastic ball as
long as it is at least a foot in diameter. Find a hard chair that allows
your knees to sit at right angles to the floor and then scoot to the edge
of the chair so that your thighs are completely off it. Squeeze the
beach ball between your knees, hold for fifteen seconds, and then
release. Do this a few times a day until 15 becomes easy, then
increase to 20, then 30, and so on.
This is a great way to increase your ability to hang on to your horse
with your thighs. It increases the inner thigh muscles. You can also go
to the gym and use what is called the "hip adductor" machine. Many
equestrians who have had to take time off have noted that when they
regularly use the hip adductor machine before getting back on a
horse, they are more likely to feel fit and avoid the pain in the inner
thighs when one gets back on a horse after a long time off.
Goblet Squat
Stand with your feet slightly wider than hip-distance apart,
your toes angled slightly outward.
Engage your core and look straight ahead—you want to
keep your back neutrally aligned and your eyes facing
straight ahead throughout the squat.
Press your hips back and begin bending your knees to
perform the squat. Inhale as you perform this downward
phase.
Press weight back into your heels and don’t let your knees
exceed past your toes
Keeping the body tight, breathe out as you return back to
the starting position.

These same rules apply to the generic squat but the toes
must be pointed straight forward. Different foot stance works
different muscles.

A great way to practise squats is sitting slowly back into a
chair keeping spine long, core tight, chest up and bending
from the hips first.
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Back extensions

1. Lie on a mat or a ball on your stomach and
straighten your legs behind you. Place your
arms either directly out front, beside your body
or behind your head.

2. Lift your upper back, pressing your hips into
the mat or ball and Keep your head and neck
neutral. Hold for 3-10 seconds at a time
3. Lower to starting position.

Balance
In order to work together harmoniously, both horse and rider need
good balance. Riders who do not have a good sense of balance
cannot follow a horse’s motion.
Here Deb is demonstrating a simple balancing exercise by standing
on one leg whilst maintaining tall posture and engaging core and
glutes as well as getting movement through the ankle complexeverything starts at the ankle joint!
Stretching and immobilisation
Here I’m killing two birds with one stone, I am
releasing the calf muscles by doing myofascial
release at the same time working out my triceps.
Stretching keeps the muscles flexible, strong, and
healthy, and we need that flexibility to maintain a
range of motion in the joints. Without it, the
muscles shorten and become tight. Then, when
you call on the muscles for activity, they are weak
and unable to extend all the way.

Debbie Pevy has a Facebook page dedicated to helping
people reach their equestrian and fitness goals called DEB
ride fit and I also have a few tutorials and demonstrations on
an Instagram page @cherryfit1
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My first Endurance Ride – Woodstock (LERC) 13 September
2015
For those of you who know me well, you know that I have had a lifetime of
fear and love of horses - so for me to attend a 20km social ride and take
my own horse was a really big deal!
It was the most stressful thing I have ever done..................but also the
most amazing thing!!!
I decided I'd order a Novice Log Book for Haydon to help keep me
motivated - it turned up on the 11 September 2015 just in time for
Woodstock. Must have been an omen……..

Dragon Hill Standardbreds

We arrived at Woodstock Showground where I had my next panic attack – Haydon hadn’t been travelling
well and it was the first time I had floated him any distance. The 2014 ride was fairly small - a good one for
me to start with (I had volunteered at that ride). The 2015 ride was packed! The next fun thing was trying to
find somewhere to park and set up camp.
I got Haydon off the float and he was covered in sweat and shaking - not a great start! I got the boots off as
quickly as I could and they were drenched with sweat. I decided then and there I would not use them going
home. His head went straight up and he started prancing in true Haydon style - he is 16.1hh and built like a
tank!
We got the yards set up, the horses in, gave them some hay and water and took a deep breath. I was so
stressed by this stage I was shaking.
Then the water trucks (fire trucks) came round to fill our containers and buckets - another new thing for
Haydon. He was a little anxious but soon realised it wasn't a fire-breathing dragon coming to get him
despite the noise! I am just so grateful to my friend Bek and Dylan, my son who were with me and that
Bek’s horse, Jazz, was so calm. What we didn't realise when we set up camp was that we were on the road
where everyone comes in off the legs - cantering horses going past! A good learning experience for me
and Haydon.
Bek and I entered, got our bibs and grabbed something from the canteen for lunch. We decided to halter
the horses and take them for a walk to stretch their legs and for a look around. Neither of us was game to
ride just yet. My friend Deanna made the mistake of asking me how I was going and I burst into tears! She
gave me a hug and I pulled myself together.
I had so many comments from people about how
lovely Haydon was and how great it was to see more
Standardbreds out and about (Jazz is a Standy too). It
was really encouraging. Not to mention the ones that
said: "OMG he is huge!"
Haydon was fairly excitable but with a few leading
exercises was manageable. We took the horses out
the gate where the start was and let them pick at
some grass. There were a number of people out riding
- Jazz got a bit spooked and Haydon soon followed. In
the end he was lunging around me and doing little
rears - this is the sign that he is in overload. So I said
to Bek, let's get vetting over with - if they don't pass
we will head home!

Photo credit: Animal Focus

We went back to camp, got our bibs and book/card
and went to the vetting ring. I asked Bek to keep Jazz
near Haydon as it was our first time and Bek and Jazz
had been to a few rides before. A friend of mine, and
TPR Tina took his temperature (37.1 C), his pulse (30)
and respiration (10) - amazing start! Jazz had all good
signs too. Then it was on to the head vet, Georgie for
the next step. Mucous membrane (A), capillary and
jugular refill (1), skin recoil (1), heart sounds (A), gut
sounds (A), muscle tone (A), girth, withers and back
(A), leg injuries (A), gait (A) and overall (A) with a
body score of 4 (fat). He did a lovely trot out and I
managed to keep up with him. We had a start! Jazz
also got a start. Despite all the stress and anxiety, we
were going to do our very first 20km the next day.
Never give up!
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We had our camp over and mustered at 9:30am the next day ready for our first 20km – I was excited and
nervous at the same time.
We listened to the pre-ride talk and then it was time to head off. We let the bulk of the riders go ahead
before mounting. Dylan brought my heavy-duty plastic fold-up step ladder from Bunnings so I could get on.
Haydon stood perfectly still - it was amazing!
Bek asked me to go first as her horse plays up - nothing like being thrown in the deep end for your first ride!
l
We headed up the dirt road and started going up the hill - I need to say at this point, as we were heading
out, the 80km and 40km riders were coming back in. This was really interesting as Haydon had never seen
this happen before. He did his best giraffe impersonation and was tense but he was perfectly behaved. Next
minute there was a commotion behind me and Haydon leaped forward. He stopped when I asked and we
turned around to see Bek walking beside her horse - apparently Jazz had nearly gotten her off! (Poor Bek
was already a bit nervous as she had dislocated her knee cap about 6 weeks before when Jazz fell over in
the mud.) We continued along the windy, hilly road among a lot of other riders - pulling over for people to
pass and Bek walking. We got to the first intersection and had to turn left. Bek was really struggling at this
point and Sue Todd told Bek she should get on as it was too dangerous for her to lead her horse. With the
help of Sue and the
people she was riding
with, we put our horses
around Jazz so Bek
could get back on
without worrying about
Jazz taking off. Sue
suggested we wait for
Kim Wilde and his group
(Kim is a great
horseman and the
people he was with were
also newbies) and ride
with them which we did.
We continued on,
crossed a tarred road
and kept following the
dirt road.
Then it was a left turn to
the water trough. I let
the others drink first as
Haydon sticks his head
in the water and
splashes everything and
Photo credit: Animal Focus
everyone within a 2m
radius! He drank really
well and we let the horses pick at the grass. By this time the others had moved on and we were back at the
end of the riders. We had to head along the tar, over a small bridge and then a right hand turn onto another
dirt road. Poor Bek continued to struggle and we spent more time stopped than going. Haydon was quite
sweaty by now (still had a lot of his winter coat) and it was getting hot. We crossed another bridge (concrete
slabs with running water and frogs) - I let him have a little look and he was straight over. I don't think he was
too sure about the echoey noise but he handled it brilliantly! We plodded along and then came to the
greyhound place.............the dogs had been put away but a guy was drilling a tin fence. Haydon wanted to
investigate (he is used to power tools) but Jazz wanted no bar of it - it probably took a good ten to fifteen
minutes to get past. We winded along the road, up and down hills and finally reached a check point.
By this time we were already a couple of hours in and had a maximum riding time of 4hrs. To our dismay,
this was only 7.5km into the ride and we were seriously behind time. We kept going and came across a lot
more horses - we were starting to get into the groove and didn’t have to stop as much which helped. The
large rabbit burrows were well marked allowing us to avoid them easily. We caught up to Kim and another
lady and stopped at the next water trough and then kept winding through farmland. We walked through mud
and came across some cattle - I told Bek to just pretend they weren't there and keep going - both horses
went past like pros (we had both had issues with cattle previously). Then we came across Jo Arblaster from
Animal Focus taking photos - she took some lovely photos that I treasure.
And we were at the checkpoint for the 10km mark. Thank goodness for that but we only had 1.5 hours to do
the 10km back so needed to pick up speed. Kim was travelling back on his own (the other lady wasn't well
and withdrew) so we travelled together, with me leading and Kim riding behind with Bek to help her out.
Kim's assistance was invaluable and I really don't think we could have finished without him. So I set off first
and then Kim said okay, when you’re ready, trot. So we did our first trot. Haydon set off with a slight ask and
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kept steady - it was incredible! We continued on like this for the next few kilometres, stopping to let the
horses drink and have a pick at the grass.
As we were going up one of the hills, Haydon went into canter instead of trot which was fine by me - my
right leg (the one with the osteoarthritis in the ankle) had been numb since about 2km in. I lost the right
stirrup but it didn't matter. It was the most incredible thing - I was so happy I nearly cried! It was controlled
and smooth and like nothing I had ever experienced before. He stopped as soon as I asked with a light
contact. We made it back to the next checkpoint - water for us and the horses. We continued on - I think we
trotted about 4.5km of the ride back, the most Haydon and I had ever done.
The rest of the ride was uneventful and we made it back in right on 4hrs. The only thing was as we were
approaching camp, Haydon wanted to keep going and not head back in!
We rode back in the gate and towards the caravan - this is where Haydon said no - there was no way he
was going near the van! A lovely guy came and handed us our time slips which was very helpful. I heard
someone ask "Is that a Standardbred?" and my friend's mum, Lorraine (who was doing the weighing for the
80km riders) said: "I don't know about a Standardbred but it's a huge bred!"
I slid off to walk Haydon back to his yard and discovered my right leg wasn't working properly but thankfully
the feeling came back as we walked back to the yards.
Then it was time to give the horses a drink, some damp hay and get their heart rates down as quickly as
possible. I removed Haydon's tack and used the first bucket of water, sponging on and scraping off. Check
the HR - 77. Next bucket of water, sponge on and scrape off, HR - 44. Awesome! By this time we had 15
minutes to get to the vet ring. We started walking up letting the horses pick at the grass as we went. With 5
minutes to go we headed towards the vet ring. Haydon's head went up, he started calling out and prancing
around. I looked around and Jazz and Bek were nowhere to be seen - they had headed off to a TPR. Oh
boy! A TPR came over and started to check Haydon's HR but he wouldn't stand still - she managed to get it,
bless her patience! Thankfully Bek brought Jazz back over and Haydon had settled more. Heart rate was 48
- thank goodness!
Head vet, Georgie called us over - parameters checked and time for a trot out. Haydon was fine but my legs
didn't want to work. I ran as fast as I could so I wouldn't disadvantage Haydon and we did it - thumbs up! It
took all I could muster not to cry - Bek was through with Jazz too so hugs all around! Haydon had a C for
gut sounds (everything else was 1s and As) so I asked Georgie what I should do. She said just give him
damp hay and let him rest for at least an hour before travelling and he should be fine - any concerns to let
her know. Thankfully he ate and drank back at the yard.
By this time everything felt so surreal - despite everything, we had completed our very first 20km ride! First
one for me and first one for Haydon!
We took the horses back to the yard to rest, eat and drink before the trip home. We got into some clean
clothes and went and got some lunch. We collected our books and pennants from the office around 4pm
and started to pack up. I had to hold Haydon as I was too scared to leave him tied up. Dylan did a turbo
charged pack up and by 4:30pm we were ready to roll.
Haydon got on the float but as soon as I closed everything up he exploded - I swear the sides bulged out!
Then it was back to OMG how am I going to get home?
We set off and Haydon was his usual quiet, kick, quiet, kick and on it went to Molong. Bek and I parted
ways with her going back via Yeoval (she lives on that side of Dubbo) and me back through Wellington
(which is easier for me). It got dark and then there was silence in the float...........spooky but welcome.
Haydon was quiet until we turned onto our dirt road - then it was on! I thought he was going to create a new
door!
I pulled up and waited until he was reasonably settled to get him off. Got him in the yard and let him go to
his mates. Unloaded what I had to and went inside to crash.
I have a photo on my wall, on my desktop computer and at work of Haydon and I from the ride that Jo
Arblaster took. So whenever I doubt myself I can look at that picture and say "I can do it!"
I want to thank the amazing people I have met on this journey for their help and support, not to mention my
long suffering family - you know who you are!
Karen Hocking
Dubbo NSW
Member 107726
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Summary Report NSWERA Committee meeting 17 January 2020
Present: Tony Warren (Chairman), Peter Bice,
Belinda Hopley, Kerry Fowler-Smith, Kim Stephens
(minutes), Faith Robinson, Noni Seagrim, Jacky
Barlow.
Apologies: Alam Dastani, Jo Davis, Matthew
Walker, John Howe, Helen Rich (Minutes
Secretary)
Acceptance of minutes of meeting
Header date to be changed in the November 2019
meeting minutes
MOVED
THAT

Tony Warren, Kerry Fowler-Smith
the minutes of the SMC meeting of 22
November 2019 be accepted with date
change. CARRIED

Action log was gone through in detail.
Business arising from last meeting continued
A rider inquired about where to find the Points
Score – New people need to know where to look
Noni: to insert links on FB & the website
Fax is costing the association $6/ month and not
being used – it has now been disconnected
Secretariat Report & Ride Calendar (Jacky
Barlow, Jo Davis)
Membership numbers for 2020, 28 adult, 2 junior,
one intermediate, zero associate and 8 honorary.
Total 39. Total membership for 2019 446 and the
same for 2018 with 494 in 2017. Newsletter 18
with 145 for 2019 and 155 for 2018.
Discussion took place on members transferring
membership from a different state.
Jax: To check members joining from a different
state to see if they have any disciplinary penalties
Day Membership fees – increased by AERA.– new
amount needed for invoice (was $10 & $15)
Decided the Day Membership fee should be $15
for both Introductory & Intermediate
Jax: Fee Invoice to be changed
Noni: To change Day Membership form
Peter: To notify RO’s of Day Membership price
change & explain that this change has only just
been received. A horse has two microchips –
which should be recorded in the database?
Jax: the latest microchip number to be recorded
in the database and both microchip numbers be
recorded in the logbook
Kerry: Email Jo – Requesting 2020 WA Quilty be
added on the NSWERA Website and Ride
Calendar
Rides for approval
2021 Tom Quilty at Tooraweenah, to be held 9-10
July 2021. Presentation to AERA for approval
before it can be added to Aeraspace
State Championship 2020
The Australian Defence Force have helped with
clearing and adding containment lines through
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parts of the ride. Can a vet that hasn’t been
accredited vet at the State Champs? Consensus
that if the vet did the accreditation course at the
Feb 2020 AGM he/she could make up the number
of rides to be worked at after the course
Kim: Email Vet with details of the accreditation
course, check with Forestry Corporation about
whether the course tracks be used for Jun 20 re
bush fires
Ratification of decisions made between
meetings: John’s Chief Steward’s Vest has been
purchased
AERA meetings 16/17 November 2019
Peter has taken leave of absence due to fires and
work commitments. Noni will take leave of
absence if the fires reach her place. A lot is going
on but nothing of great importance. The final draft
of the constitution is out and awaiting the States’
approval. TQ20 biosecurity re the quarantine
period has changed from 20 days to 21 days. Hot
air conferencing is to be closed and “Go To
Meeting” is being looked into
2019 NSW Office of Sport Grant project
Another $6500 Sports Development Program grant
has been approved for 2020. 1st Aid course
reimbursement under the 2019 project grant was
offered to members through the zones as there is
now a requirement that a 1st Aider be present at a
ride. With the grant comes conditions that the
Association has to meet using the grant money.
For example additional training skills, Play by the
Rules (for officials and committee members)
updating governance, child protection and cooperating with the Office of Sport
Resolved: That the committee accept the Office of
Sport funding agreement for the 2020 sports
development program and that the agreement be
signed and dated by Kerry Fowler-Smith.
Bel: Remind CS & officials that the child protection
on-line computer course needs to be completed
2019 AGM 22.2.20 RO forum update, AGM
organisation
AGM registration starts at 11.30. Kerry, Jacky,
Belinda, Noni & Faith will be available at 10.30 to
set up the meeting room. There are 5 motions, 3
honorary memberships and several discussion
items
Bel: Will run a raffle (1 Adult membership) tickets
1 for $5 and 3 for $10
2021 Quilty: Ratification and information for
AERA meeting: Ongoing
Kerry Spratt: Secretary, Public Officer, AERA,
IDP, Grants
Aeraspace access rationalization as requested by
AERA, too many people with outdated access. WA
Quilty Committee would like to know who the CS
for the 2021 Quilty is going to be so that they can
invite this CS to be 2IC at TQ20, also who is going
to be Head Vet?

(Continued from page 28)

Kerry: Forward email to Jo to request this
information from Sonia Bonham
AERA AGM 21 Mar 20, General meetings 18-19
Jul 2020, 21-22 Nov 2020
Email received from Mark Dunn notifying of new
CS ride report form
Bel: To peruse new CS report for and return any
comments to Mark Dunn
Invasive Treatment data is to be entered into
database with 2 weeks of the ride
TPRs need to be recorded on ride volunteer list as
well as the CS report – this is due to insurance and
the lucky draw that NSWERA holds
Active Kids is available for 2020
Noni: To upload the insurance certificate to the
website
Belinda Hopley: Chief Stewards and TPRs,
Grants, Zone 5 Delegate
Ride report has been received from Brookvale.
There are 2 new accredited TPR’s – Ginny
Edwards & Ian Bassingthwaite. Email received
from Talea Hasko-Stewart inquiring on how to
become a CS & TPR. Outstanding CS Reports
from 2019 – Table Top, Wingello & Shahzada
Kerry: email CS requesting these reports
South Coast Zone – AGM postponed due to fires,
there has been a lot of pasture and fence loss.
Currowan, Wandandian, Mogadura, Wingello &
Sussex Inlet rides have been impacted by the fires.
New scanners for CSs are $122 + $25 for case +
$10 postage. Vet listing is currently being updated.
Darien Feary and Simon Bain to be considered for
the National Vet Panel. Currently Darien Feary,
GeorgeySheridan and Albert Sole-Guitart are the
Honorary Vets for NSWERA
MOVED: Kerry Fowler-Smith, Belinda Hopley
THAT:
The NSWERA Honorary Vet Panel for
2020 be Georgey Sheridan, Darien
Feary and Simon Bain.
CARRIED
MOVED:
THAT:

CARRIED

Belinda Hopley, Tony Warren
NSWERA nominate Georgey
Sheridan, Darien Feary and Simon
Bain for inclusion on the National Vet
Panel for 2020.

Bel: To notify vets and AERA of the above
motions
AGM Members Forum – Darien Feary is not
available and has been replaced with Georgia
Ladmore.
The committee agreed to $150 for each of the 11
presenters including Belinda Hopley and Matthew
Walker. Members Forum is open to everyone, you
don’t have to be a member
Noni:
ask Bridget Maher to record the forum
and have it uploaded onto the NSWERA You Tube

channel
A basic morning tea and lunch will be provided for
the presenters
Bel: To ring Panthers Bathurst to see if they can
accommodate both the Rider Forum and Vet
Accreditation course.
Bel: To check on the price of morning tea and
lunch with Panthers
Bel: To check with Jax regarding pens, stickers
and satchels
One applicant for the Step Up Program – applicant
to pay for their entry and then apply to NSWERA
for re-imbursement
Faith Robinson: Zone 1 Delegate, Sydney
Region Endurance
Mt Lagoon ride - The state of tracks is still being
assessed by NPWS. At our meeting on Jan 13, it
was proposed that if we are to be excluded from
using tracks within the park (being Wards Track
and Little Wheeney Creek trails), we would
consider taking the ride on to the roads. This could
appear as boring, especially if we have to repeat
parts of the same loop twice, however would be
better than cancelling the ride altogether, given the
distinct possibility of many rides being cancelled
due to fire damage.
Watagans ride - Planning meetings taking place.
CS and Head Vet appointed. Some of the tracks
have been burnt. May not be able to offer a 20km
Ride due to track logistics.
Enquiry on PIC codes – it is a requirement of the
Local Land Services for biosecurity and the
infringement penalty notice is $550. When the
Equinoms entry system is up and running it will
have a link to where people can get a PIC code
from
Noni: Will publicize the necessity of PIC Codes on
FB and the website
Bel: Will contact the Local Land Service to see if
ride bases need a PIC Code
Mentor Program Ideas – Notes taken from the
American Endurance Riders’ Conference (AERC).
AERC has two levels – Mentors and Riding
Partners
People volunteer online as either (or both),
submitting their choice of MENTOR or RIDING
Partner along with their membership number,
geographical region and contact details. Regional
Mentors have extensive experience with AERC
events and ride records with many miles and not so
many “pulls” (withdrawals or vet outs). Regional
Partners may be less experienced but are will to
share knowledge and training rides.
Riding Partners could be a good edition to our
program, something to consider.
This form of signing up is less cumbersome and
more inclusive of all members rather than Zones
trying to identify suitable candidates, contacting
them and convincing them it’s a good idea. The
Mentor Handbook explains what a Mentorship is,
what is expected of both the Mentor and the
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Ride Calendar 2020
May
2/3

23/24

**CANCELLED**

n/a

**CANCELLED**

2

Mudgee “Ray Gooley” Memorial Ride

Central Ranges @ Windeyer

June
6/7

20/21

**POSTPONED**

4

**CANCELLED**

1

NSWERA State Champs @ Bondo Forest

Watagan Mountains

July
4/5

Mogendoura

**CANCELLED**

11/12

Mountain Lagoon
Saturday 5/20/40 Sunday 5/20/40/80

25/26

Kiwarrak Endurance Ride

Garry Weis 0409 840 453
garryweis@yahoo.com.au

**CANCELLED**

5

1

6

August
1/2

24-28

Roseberg Forest Ride
Saturday 5/10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80
Shahzada
120/400

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

**CANCELLED**

4

1

September
12/13

Woodstock
Saturday 20 Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

26/27

Sussex Inlet
Sunday 40/80/100

Talea Hasko-Stewart 0415 990 541
Tiz590@gmail.com

5
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October
3/4

Glen Innes Endurance
Saturday 20/40 Sunday 40/80

Jennifer Johansen 0466 575 824
gleninnesenduranceinc@gmail.com

6

10/11

National Capital “Brookvale”
Sunday 13/22/40-52/80

Cathy Banwell 0499 882 662
cathy.banwell@anu.edu.au

4

November
1

Matar Stables Bullio Cup
Sunday
5/10/20/40/80AERA/80*/120AERA/120**

Annette Bailey 0429 326 245
acabailey@bigpond.com

2

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please contact the Ride Calendar Portfolio holder
BEFORE sending in a Ride Booking Form.
This is to ensure your preferred date is available.
WE CANNOT HOLD DATES without receiving a Ride Booking Form.

Current weekends available for ride bookings.
AUG

SEPT

OCT

5/6

NOV
7/8

8/9

14/15

15/16

19/20

17/18

21/22

26/27

24/25

28/29

Zone 1—N/W Sydney & Environs; Zone 2—Central West; Zone 3—Riverina; Zone 4—
Snowy; Zone 5—South Coast; Zone 6—Mid North Coast
(Continued from page 29)

Protégé and how to foster a good relationship. It
contains some sound guidelines that, if adhered to,
should provide a structure that will enable
newcomers to our sport to assimilate and learn.
I was lucky enough to volunteer to be on the Zone
1 Committee before I started at rides (I had done
one 20km on my 32yo horse). From attending
meetings, I had built-in mentors, I think I was
“lucky” but actually I was throwing myself in there
as a dogs body, willing to help, and learning a lot at
the same time. I suggest that protégés should be
strongly encouraged to volunteer at either a local or
regional level.
Note: As part of the EDUCATION tab on their
website, AERC has a Mentoring Handbook as well
as a Rider Handbook and a Getting Started
Handbook, all available on-line.
Kim Stephens: Zone 4 Delegate, Merchandise:

AGM postponed due to fires
Rule Books: A budget of $2000 has been
reserved for the printing of Rule Books – To be
looked into at a later date
TQ15 DVD: Faith watched the video and feels that
it was amazing and inspiring and would be a great
video for NSWERA’s You Tube channel
Faith: contact Adeline Gibson (producer) as to the
rights of the video
Merchandise
Merchandise sales have dropped off, decided that
the stock be used for the NSWERA Quilty Team/s
State of Origin
Kerry: invite QERA to
Kim: invite VERA to the NSWERA
There being no further business the meeting closed
at 12.34am
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Summary Report NSWERA Committee meeting 22 February 2020 starting at 5pm
ATTENDANCE
Present: Belinda Hopley, John Howe, Tony
Warren, Peter Bice, Kerry Fowler-Smith, Jo Davis,
Faith Robinson, Matthew Walker, Noni Seagrim,
Kim Stephens, Kylie Jonkers
Apologies: Alam Dastani and Jacque Wright. In
attendance: Helen Rich (Minutes), Stuart
Lymbery
Stuart Lymbery acted as Chairman. We need to
elect our executive, public officer and one more
AERA delegate. We also need to select dates for
the next couple of meetings.
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS
All positions were declared vacant. Nominations
were as follows:
President:
Tony Warren nominated by Kerry Fowler-Smith,
seconded by Kylie Jonkers. Tony accepted the
nomination. There being no further nominations,
Tony Warren is appointed as President.
Vice President
Noni Seagrim nominated by Peter Bice, seconded
by Kim Stephens. Noni accepted the nomination.
There being no further nominations, Noni Seagrim
was appointed Vice President.
Secretary
Kerry Fowler-Smith. Nominated by Kim Stephens
seconded by Tony Warren. There being no further
nominations, Kerry Fowler-Smith is appointed
Secretary
Treasurer
Kim Stephens nominated by Noni Seagrim and
seconded by Peter Bice. There being no further
nominations, Kim Stephens is appointed
Treasurer.
It was agreed to ask Bob Peirce if he is willing to
continue on as auditor.
Public Officer
The position of the Public Officer is usually held by
the Secretary, therefore the Public Officer will be
Kerry Fowler-Smith. ,
AERA Delegates
The AERA delegates were selected at the last
meeting because this meeting is too late for the
AERA AGM meeting. Currently three delegates
but this will reduce to two if the new Constitution is
enacted. Peter’s and Kerry’s terms are up, Noni
has one term to run. Kerry Fowler-Smith
nominated by Kylie Jonkers and seconded by Kim
Stephens. Tony Warren and John Howe
nominated Peter Bice.
AERA executive nominations. Peter no longer
wants to be nominated as AERA president but is
happy to be nominated as vice president.
AERA President: agreed to nominate Noni
Seagrim.
AERA Vice Presidents: agreed to nominate Kerry
Fowler-Smith and Peter Bice. Kerry will submit
paperwork to the AERA.
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SMC Portfolio allocations will be done at the next
committee meeting.
General
John put up a proposal for allocation of the money
received from the Central Western Endurance
Riders Club (Sofala Ride) to go to the South Coast
and Tooraweenah 50/50. Called for comments on
this proposal. Some discussion took place. Faith
asked if some of the money could go to the Zone
to support Tooraweenah rather than to
Tooraweenah Club itself.
MOVED
THAT

Carried
MOVED
THAT

Carried

John Howe, Belinda Hopley
the money received from the Sofala
Ride Club is allocated half and half to
the Tooraweenah ride committee and
the South Coast Zone.
Unanimous
Kerry Fowler Smith, John Howe
that Kim Stephens be authorized to
remove John Howe as a signatory to
the CBA accounts and Kim Stephens
be added as a signatory to the NSW
Endurance Riders bank account
Unanimous

Kerry suggested the Association to look into
electronic banking. ANZ and Bendigo Bank can
provide electronic banking with two people to sign
if it is too hard for the CBA.
Ride calendar
El Dorado ride in Victoria has applied for dual
affiliation. Bumbaldry ride has been postponed.
These two rides would be on the same weekend.
With regard to the Bumbaldry date, Jo Davis and
Kylie Jonkers declared conflicts of interest. 16 –
17 May 2020 is the date in question, which is also
weekend before Windeyer.
Kylie said there are no fire trucks available later in
the year. If we go too far into winter and it rains
there is the distinct possibility the trucks would
bog. Do we approve Bumbaldry a week before
Windeyer? Noted Wingello have cancelled for this
year. There is 226 klm between Bumbaldry and
Windeyer rides.
Discussion took place. Kerry asked if we could
contact the Windeyer committee and see if they
had any objection to the changed ride date for
Bumbaldry. John said he thought there wouldn’t
be any objection.
After more discussion Tony asked John if he was
acting as the Zone 2 delegate and if he was saying
that he thought Windeyer/ Central Ranges
committees would be ok with the Bumbaldry ride
running the weekend prior to them. John stated he
was continuing on as the Zone delegate and that
he felt Windeyer would have no objection.
Jo Davis said Windeyer had applied for the week
prior to Mt Lagoon which had already been
approved and this was knocked back because it
was too close under the ride calendar matrix.
Windeyer had also applied for the week prior to
Bumbaldry’s original March date. Therefore she

could not see why there would be a problem with
Windeyer going after the Bumbaldry ride. More
discussion on consultation with the Windeyer club
ensued with suggestions from Kerry and Tony that
Woody Pilley be contacted by phone. Eventual
agreement to put the matter to the vote. Resolved
that the new Bumbaldry ride date is approved. It
was also agreed that there would be no dual
affiliation with El Dorado.

Office of Sport Grant – supposed to be complete by
the end of March 2020. Kerry to contact Office of
Sport to advise that we have been impacted by fires
and seek a time extension. We have spent a lot of
the money already. The remaining amount is
mostly the money allocated to the advertising
campaign which can be effective without rides
available. Any costs for the seminar tomorrow will
be covered by the Grant.

Sussex Inlet. Ride Booking form received. 40/80
and 100 on Sunday. 26 and 27 September 2020.
Approved.

Belinda and Faith are trying to get the mentorship
program going. Please have a look at the proposal
which will be sent around to the SMC. Belinda to
send this paper around.

Teleconference on 5 March 2020, 7pm. By Skype.
Priority to organise portfolios and future meeting
dates.

There being no further business the meeting closed
at 5:50 pm.

JAGG, YOU’RE TOO OLD!
by Georgie Pankhurst

Jagg is a QHASH – that’s a Quarter Horse x Australian Stock Horse, and he will be 25yrs old this year.
Jagg is Tom’s horse. We got him because at 10 years old, Tom had outgrown his wonderful school master
Pony Club pony, Jack Lewis, who started with Tom’s brother Will and was handed down to Matt, the
youngest of my three boys.
We found Jagg doing not very much in a paddock and asked about his history.“I can’t keep him sound”,
said the Parelli instructor who had been using him as a demo horse. “He’s done Western before I got him.
He’s a good horse, but I was told he had a lumbar spine issue; he has also got an old leg injury and other
issues.”
Looks alright to me, I thought. Can I have him for my 10 year old son? Sure, take him. What’s the worst
thing that could happen, right?
Tom, I’ve got you a horse; his name is Jagg, he’s 15 yrs old. But you have to ride him three times a week.
And when we have saved up, I’ll buy you a saddle! Well, Tom got stuck in with the riding and I did the rest
of the management. Jagg was going well, so we kept going, taking him to Pony Club and the local country
shows, as well as some lovely bush rides.
Curious about endurance, Tom and Jagg started their ‘endurance career’ when Jagg was 19yrs and Tom
was 15yrs. Never having ridden further than 10km before, they tackled the 13km at Brookvale. “How did
you go Tom?” I asked. “Good, but he went a bit fast.” Tom and
Jagg continued to enjoy the social rides, whizzing around in the
minimum 1hr 30mins with Tom coming in with a big grin on his
face. The two of them even managed a successful 40km at
Gundagai in 5hrs, an amazing feat for this wonderful horse in spite
of carrying a few ‘battle-scars’.
Tom did so well that he was asked to ride an Arabian in some
longer rides. But there sat Jagg. Still being worked three times a
week as instructed but no rider for the social rides. So, at the age
of 22yrs Jagg got a new jockey. Tom’s mum - me! Encouraged by
completing the 13km at Brookvale in 2017, off we went to the
Willinga Park 20km. It was humid but after pouring about 60lt of
cold water onto his body, Jagg was ready for vetting – Tom’s Arab
took less than 10lt! We were successful.
Gradually I learned how to manage this old QHASH, a big, wide,
well-muscled, black horse. Just as enthusiastic as the Arabs, but
who took much longer to recover, often needing ice ‘in just the
right places’ to lose the massive amount of heat he generated in
the short amount of time available. But Jagg has a strong heart in
everyway imaginable and has given me many successes. In-fact in
the three years I have been his rider, we have amassed a total of
14 completions from 14 rides. I told Gary Christou, Jagg’s
chiropractor, we only have 15 to go to equal Winx! On our current
trajectory that will make Jagg 27yrs old!
Georgie riding Jagg at Woodstock 2019. Photo: Animal Focus
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Fortunately, we have some terrific photographic
memories of our rides taken by on course
photographer Jo Arblaster. But typical ‘journo’ that she
is, when Jagg leapt into a series of ‘dolphin dives’ as
he saw the ride base at Brookvale last year, Jo
ignored my cries for help……….all I heard was the
click, click, click of the camera catching the whole
sequence - even my white knuckles - as I hung on
tightly to an ‘old horse behaving very badly’!
It’s sad there are no rides to go to now. But you
guessed it, Tom is still working Jagg three times a
week and I am riding him on Saturdays. Jagg is
bursting with energy, so much so that a week ago after
a glorious ride in the Autumn sunshine, I asked Jagg
to trot up the hill. He lunged into a massive extended
trot to which I exclaimed, no Jagg, you’re too old……
too old, what do you mean too old? And before I knew
it I was flicked off like a speck of dust on a bookcase.
Sorry Jagg, I didn’t mean you were ‘too’ old!
I remounted and we completed our ride. But obviously
the moral of the story is do not under any
circumstances tell an old horse he is ‘too’ old. I am
sure Jagg will tell Tom and me when he is ready and
so it should be!
As a last note, I would like to say a big thankyou to
Tom, firstly, for his dedication in keeping Jagg welloiled for the last 10yrs. Secondly, for allowing me to
ride his wonderful, playful, strong, fit, enthusiastic
horse who is definitely not too old!
And one more thing, a big thankyou to ride organizers
for putting on social rides. Managing an old horse
through a 20km ride seems just as much of a
challenge as managing a fit younger horse through an
80km ride. Clearly there is a place for these shorter
rides for the older horse but also the younger,
inexperienced ones and for the riders who may be
injured and can’t ride further or for those of us who are
time starved.

Georgie and Jagg in full flight was taken at
Brookvale 2019 Photo: Animal Focus

Tumut ride: Louise Piddington with Trazir Amir Rhazzikl, successful in the Intermediate ride.
Jesse Buchan riding Mountain Ash Tabasco, successful in the Intermediate ride. Animal Focus.
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DEB Ride Fit (Debbie Pevy)
by Tomeika Bond-Pevy
For such a long time I have told Mum that she should start a page, this
was always just laughed off or met with a funny look. Much of her
knowledge has been kept under wraps and we are only just tapping the
surface, often you will not hear her speak about her own achievements
until Gary (Dad) or I bring them up.
When little bits do slip out it becomes infectious, probably the biggest example was when Dad was asked to
go to Dubai by Sheika Madiya for 3 weeks to break some horses in. Upon meeting Mum and finding out that
she is a competitive rider, fitness and riding instructor Sheika Madiya insisted that she stay. Dad came
home after 3 weeks, for Mum it wasn’t for 5 months. Before she came home her flights where booked for
her to go back later that year before their endurance season began to get the horses back into training. This
meant missing my high school graduation, when she told them she would not miss it, her flight was booked
for 2 days later, they wanted her back asap.
Many of you know her to be a fit and successful rider, not only has she been successful in endurance but
also many other disciplines. With a wealth of knowledge, a passion for riding and fitness she is ready to
share her tips and tricks on being the best rider you can be and how to increase your
fitness.
Rider fitness, we all think that just riding is enough to keep
us fit for endurance and while riding is of upmost
importance we often forget about the exercise we need to
do to supplement it. We do different types of training for
our horses not just hitting the trails so why do we forget
ourselves?
D.E.B (Dedicated. Exercise. Benefits.) Ride Fit was
created to combat this, Deb has wanted to create this for a
long time, when Covid-19 closed the gym that Deb
manages and teaches classes and I work at the perfect
opportunity arose.
How else was I meant to keep someone with this much
energy occupied while in lock down. Many have seen her
bouncing around after rides (Shahzada included) wanting
to know what is next, try living with someone who has that
much energy.
Using her experience, knowledge and love for teaching we upload videos a few times a
week on keeping fit and riding. The blooper reel has kept us laughing and the exercise
has kept up our endorphins during this strange time. What are you waiting for? Join in
on Facebook and Instagram at DEB Ride Fit. You never know one day I may post our
blooper reel and not tell Deb, she doesn’t know I have been saving them.

In Deb’s own words:
With a push and a shove from family and close friends I have
created a page to share my knowledge of fitness and riding
with you.
Many years ago at the age of five (53 years ago) my riding
career commenced on a Shetland (Shitland), God love my
belated Father who made me ride this devil walk, trot and
canter bareback before I could have a saddle. The amount of
times I hit the ground was infinite with my Dad saying "dust
your butt off and get back on till you get your balance". My
Dad's words of wisdom instilled in me that being a balanced
rider is of upmost importance. I maintained my love for riding
but wanted to include my passion for fitness. This is why in my
early twenties I became accredited within the fitness industry,
later I added to this with my equestrian accreditations.
In my early years of fitness training I completed every
certificate possible, group fit, personal training, aqua fit,
Deb competing in dressage on JT Desert Shimmer. PC Julie
Wilson Equestrian Photography
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nutrition and much more. The knowledge I gained was so beneficial to pass onto clients to help them reach
their goals. After many years of teaching at local gyms I opened my own gym at Warragamba called
Fitastic, where on many occasions endurance legends Tony Parker and Ron Males took part in classes.
As a rider I have competed in many disciplines, am a qualified riding instructor and show horse judge. I
have also run my own successful equestrian centre, Elstan, named in loving memory of my parents Elsie
and Stan, who from a young age encouraged me to follow my passion of horses.

Left Deb on Madasha Honey winning ridden endurance horse at
Hawksbury Arab show. PC AKS Photography
Right: Deb competing in endurance on Madasha Honey. PC
The late Poppy Boon
Below: Deb riding Galaxy Mi at Burraga, 5kms from the finish in
a 120km. PC Animal Focus
Over the last 15 years my focus has been
brought back to Endurance riding, which I love
for the fitness element and connection for
horse and rider. In this time I have trained to
win many rides from 80km to 400kms and
going on to be Middleweight NSW and
Australian distance and point score rider in
2017. I have been privileged to be invited to
train and compete in Dubai which enhanced
my knowledge of the sport, especially in
regards to FEI rides.
Thank you so much to Con Bouzianis who
introduced Gary and I. With Gary’s expert skills
as a horse breaker, farrier and multi-talented
rider and my own skills and knowledge we
created Darby Equestrian, Darby is a
combination of Debbie and Gary.
Being a wife, Mother and full time worker has never stopped me fulfilling my riding and fitness career,
although much love to my family for their love, support and encouragement.
Let me use my knowledge and combined passions to help you increase your everyday and ride fitness.
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Summary Report: NSW ERA Committee meeting held via teleconference 5 March 2020.
ATTENDANCE
Present: Belinda Hopley, John Howe, Tony
Warren, Peter Bice, Kerry Fowler-Smith, Jo Davis,
Faith Robinson, Matthew Walker, Noni Seagrim,
Kim Stephens [7.20], Kylie Jonkers, April Newman,
Jacque Wright [7.28], Ruth Sumpner part meeting.

commitments but still keen to do the course.
Matthew would see if he could find time to do this
at the State ride if Jeremy there.

Apologies: Alam Dastani and Jacky Barlow. In
attendance: Helen Rich (Minutes).

Noni – Insurance Certificate and details are on the
website. Need to notify ROs again about the
information needed for AERASpace on volunteers
and officials. Reiterate that all volunteers need to
be recorded.

Welcome to April Newman.
Reminder that we all need to be mindful that
meetings are confidential.
Conflicts of Interest: None declared at this time.
Acceptance of minutes of meetings.
MOVED
THAT
Carried
MOVED
THAT
Carried

Belinda Hopley, Kerry Fowlerthe minutes from the Meeting of 17
January 2020 be accepted.
Unanimous
Belinda Hopley, Faith Robinson
the minutes from the Meeting of 22
February 2020 be accepted as
amended.
Unanimous

List Ruth as an apology for the meeting of 22
February 2020. Some alternations were noted and
duly made to the minutes of 22 February 2020.
MOVED
THAT

Peter Bice, John Howe
the minutes from the teleconference
Meeting of 24 February 2020 be
accepted.
Carried Unanimous
Kerry and John asked for some changes to these
minutes prior to acceptance. Duly done.
Action log was gone through in some detail. Main
discussions are as follows:
First aid – ongoing. Need to conclude as the grant
money is running out. Zone 4 would like more than
one First aid person. Asked to send account to
Kim and it will be reimbursed. Two funded by NSW
ERA. Faith said Zone One now has Jacky Barlow
and Charlie Gauci who did the course. John says
Zone 2 doesn’t need any more. Need someone in
Zone 5 to put their hand up. Tony said he would do
a first aid course if the funding is still available.
Kerry said it is available.
PIC numbers are needed entry form. New entry
form is on the website. Already done on Facebook,
Noni will put on a loop on Facebook for the rest of
the year about PIC numbers.
Kerry ongoing. Needs to know what the total
Forum expenses were and put this into the
spreadsheet. Belinda to send information on
presenters to Kerry, Jo to send the venue
information. Kerry needs to know what proportion
of this account was for Sunday as it will come out
of the Grant money.
Jeremy was unable to make the course due to work

Belinda - CSs and officials re courses. Currently
being drafted by Belinda. Ongoing.

Outstanding CS Report. Kerry has not spoken to
the CS about this and thinks one of the reports was
done. Belinda is positive it wasn’t. Kerry asked to
follow up. Ongoing. Notify honorary vet panel
members. Kerry asked Belinda to send an email
about this. Peter if you have a copy could you sent
it to Kim Moir and see that it gets on the agenda.
The DVD has gone to the NSWERA YouTube
channel. Noni asked for the login information from
Jacque. Faith will ask Adeline to send the DVD to
her on USB.
Relates to State Teams at the NSW State ride. Kim
has emailed VERA and will contact the VERA
President. Kerry to write to QERA. Belinda will
organize the teams competition. Ongoing.
Kim: On line banking and bank signatories. Kim
spoke to CBA, on line banking with CBA is difficult,
they charge $550 plus a transaction fee and the
need for two signatories makes it difficult. Kim has
also spoken to ANZ. Suggested we check with
Bendigo bank. Ruth said the need two signatories
is the problem but they have it worked out via a
banking app and it can be verified. Ruth to supply
the name of the bank, probably NAB. Noted
Bendigo Bank has supported zone one rides.
Ongoing.
Secretariat Report & Ride Calendar (Jacky
Barlow, Jo Davis)
Membership numbers to date. Adult 195, junior 24,
intermediate 12, associate 4 and honorary 11.
Membership for 2019: Adult 352, junior 49,
intermediate 23 and associate 14. Membership for
2018: Adult 342, junior 49, intermediate 34 and
associate 13. Newsletter 88 to date.
MOVED
THAT
Carried

Tony Warren, John Howe
the new members are accepted and
their names will be published in the
Newsletter.
Unanimous

Rides for approval
Tom Quilty /Tooraweenah - 9-10 July 2021 –
160km (finally approved by AERA )
Easter Carnival proposal at Jerrys Plains – short
notice to fill a gap. 5 ride ‘n tie on the Friday.
20/40 and 80 both Saturday and Sunday. A week
before Tooraweenah, 282km away via Google
maps. Jo said she would usually contact ROs if the
distance was closer. We need to talk to the
Tooraweenah Club. General agreement that no
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one is against this proposal but we need to contact
Tooraweenah. Jo left the meeting at [8:31] and
returned at 8:33, no answer to phone call. Jo to
pursue this, decision to be made after that.

IDP, Grants
Jo asked that the meeting summary reports be sent
to her for the website, when they are sent to Helen
for the newsletter.

State Championship 2020 update
Kim – nothing to report until after the ride on the
weekend. Has a track in mind.

Peter Bice: AERA, Ride Standards/Feedback,
Governance: No report

AERA meeting and AGM 21/22 March 2020
Kerry sent the first agenda today. Please read it
and send thoughts and instructions to the
delegates. When we have the agenda we should
have known who nominated for the executive.
Peter said there have been nominations but no
details coming from Kim Moir. Kerry wanted to
know why the information couldn’t be provided in
advance of tonight’s meeting so the SMC could
discuss the nominations. The AERA secretary
acknowledged to Kerry that she does have
nominations but would not give details. Peter will
follow this up with Kim Moir. Noni offered support
to Kerry’s thoughts on this matter.
2019 NSW Office of Sport Grant project –
Advertising campaign
Advertising campaign needs to progress, we have
been talking about this but no real progress.
Hopefully Office of Sport will give us an extension
because of rides cancelled after the fires that could
have been used to support the advertising. Agreed
previously to print rulebooks. Kerry to advise how
much money is left at the next meeting. Kerry,
Faith, Belinda and Bec will progress the
advertising. Possibly tie into the new ride at
Mogendoura if possible. Faith suggested having a
phone number and mobile phone for people
responding to promotions, including the advertising
and mentoring programs. This number could be
held by someone who can direct newcomers to
information and support. Resolved to get a mobile
phone with data plan, up to $40 per month.
Authorised Faith to get a handset up to the value of
$400.
Play by the Rules: Ongoing.
2020 AGM (for future consideration)
Agreed that the Panthers Club staff were very easy
to work with. Suggest we keep the AGM at
Bathurst. Equivalent date is 20 February, book for
the Sunday as well. Resolved book Bathurst
Panthers for 20 and 21 February 2021. Kerry to
write to the RSL thanking them for their help with
the AGM weekend.
2021 Quilty: Presentation for March AERA
Meetiing
Most of the SMC have seen the presentation.
Matthew is the head vet, Jo to confirm Tom
McCormack is the chief steward.

Jo Davis: Ride calendar, website, stationery:
No further report
Matthew Walker: Horse Welfare, Early Warning
System, Vet Liaison, Biosecurity: No report
Belinda Hopley: Chief Stewards and TPRs,
Grants, Zone 5 Delegate
Ride Reports:
Scenic City – 16.2.20, 10, 20 & 40 km: 71 horses
attending. The course was predominately flat, with
a few kms of road work with a good safe verge.
Although the terrain varied, the surface was
generally good underfoot. There were
thunderstorms Saturday afternoon that stopped pre
-ride vetting twice. It rained heavily overnight.
Sunday was humid and overcast but no rain. There
were no forms issued.

CS/TPR:

Talea Hasko-Stewart is now a provisional TPR. Ian
Bassingthwaite and Virginia Edwards are now
accredited TPR’s.
The Halo scanners have been distributed – Zone 6,
South Coast and Snowy Zones each have one and
Tom, Neil, Haydn, Tony, Marylou and myself have
one. I have written to Haydn and Neil to return their
old ones to Tony or Kerry at the Mudgee ride.
In the process of drafting letter to CS’s for
new rules, unless you are a riding CS, you will
need to join NSWERA at $20 online Working With
Children Check and Harassment and
Discrimination Courses on http://
www.playbytherules.net.au/online-courses,
recording TPR’s on Vol list and CS report for lucky
draws and insurance, and logbooks to Belinda.
Other:
April Newman is now the South Coast Zone rep. I
have done a handover – the only outstanding
matter is the First Aid Officer participants.
AGM membership raffle raised $370 that Gary
Pevy won.
Please find attached The Vet List has been updated and is ready for
release, and the vets notified of the relevant vet
panel.
(Could the AERA delegates please nominate Dr
Charles Webb as an accredited vet?)
Mentor Program

Tony Warren: President: No report.

PICs are required for ride bases, so please make
yourself/committee aware of it.

Noni Seagrim: VP, AERA, website, Facebook,
Child Protection: No report. Busy preparing for
upcoming ride.

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/animals-and-livestock/
nlis/pic

Kim Stephens: Treasurer: Limited ability to be
Treasurer until accounts are changed, working on
this.
Kerry Spratt: Secretary, Public Officer, AERA,
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TSS (Transported Stock Statements) are not
required if you are going to a competition/work/vets
etc, as that entry form will have the property of
origin PIC on it. You also need to keep it for 2
(Continued on page 39)

(Continued from page 38)

years.
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/animals-and-livestock/
stock-movements/documentation/tss-questionsanswers
However, if you are going for a ride up the road or
in the forest with friends you will not need one.
Have updated the Ride Organiser Handbook.
We need to advise the AERA who our honorary
vet panel is. Simon and Darien nominated for the
honorary National vet panel. There are vets who
need to be nominated to be accredited vets, we
need to tell the AERA when the vet did the course,
and what rides they have done. Belinda to send
this information to Kerry. For the NSW vet panel
we have Georgey, Simon and Darien. Belinda has
advised these three that they are on the NSW
panel.
Faith Robinson: Zone 1 Delegate,
Not much to report from Sydney Zone - full steam
ahead for Mountain Lagoon Ride.
Have been working on the Mentor Guidelines.
Have added a separate document on info for SMC
and Secretariat. Both attached. Sorry for the
lateness.
Second email sent from Faith.
Apologies for this late additional email, but this is
rather urgent:
Mountain Lagoon Ride has to pay $250 for timing
hire. This will be the first time a ride has to pay for
using the system. Given that NSWERA now has
the funds to purchase an ETS, has it been ordered
and/or can it be ordered promptly please? We
propose that when NSWERA order the new ETS
from AERA they negotiate for AERA to take the
$250 off their purchase price, as paid by Sydney
Region Endurance. NSWERA would then be able
to refund us the $250. We can see the benefits of
the Electronic Timing System (ETS) and want to
use it at Mountain Lagoon. Mountain Lagoon Ride
has to pay $250 for timing hire. This will be the first
time a ride has to pay for using the system. ?
Gary has an invoice from the AERA. Kerry
suggests the invoice be sent to the SMC and we
pursue it at the AERA meeting. Kerry would like to
see use in NSW considered good faith
reimbursement for the help given by NSW ride
committees and members with development of the
ETS. Resolved that Faith ask Gary to send the bill
to NSW ERA and the SMC will deal with it.
Units take a few months to build. We haven’t
ordered anything yet. Agenda: timing system.
Kerry will ask the AERA for a quote on a half
system. Issues to be thought through include who
will be in charge of the unit and how will it move
between rides. LERC has donated $10,000 to
assist with the purchase and this contribution
needs to be acknowledged publicly. John suggests
coverage in the newsletter.
John Howe: Zone 2 Delegate, Newsletter,
Not too much to report. Newsletter is at the printer

and will hit letter boxes soon. Thanks to all the ride
organisers and members who have contributed to
this issue.
Zone two> Tooraweenah has presented it's AERA
presentation that we have all seen. The TQ21 ride
looks fantastic.1991 minus the hills, how good is
that.On 18-19th April, Tooraweenah will host it's
usual weekend. It's rained in Tooraweenah and
green is coming back. This ride will allow a
preview of Tooraweenah for aspiring TQ21
entrants. Windeyer is looking forward to hosting
it's ride on 23 May and with the rain that we've
had, it will be as pretty as a picture, with picture
perfect Autumn weather and a softening of the
tracks. Zone Two: The best in the west.
Kim Stephens: Zone 4 Delegate. Merchandise
Snowy Zone had their AGM last weekend and it
was quite successful.
President: Noni Seagrim
Vice President: Fia Hasko-Stewart
Secretary: Ellen Vine
Treasurer/ Public Officer/ Zone Delegate: Kim
Stephens
Points Score/ Membership: Georgie Pankhurst
Sponsorship/ Promotions: Georgie Pankhurst, Ian
Curtis, Eliza Webb
Social Media: Ellen Vine
On a very sad note Rick Owen informed us that
Gundagai Ride will be no more, he has moved
onto other things. Both Rick and the ride will be
sadly missed. This year we will be working on
increasing our membership and hopefully our bank
account.
Tumut Ride is running this weekend instead of
Bumbaldry and has about 75 participants. We are
currently having beautiful rain which will help
soften some of the hard Forestry tracks.
April Newman: Zone 5 delegate
Zone 5 held its AGM on 29 February the 2020
committee is as follows:
President - Clare Feary
Vice President - Jenny Shepheard
Treasurer - Heidi wade
Secretary - Talea Hasko Stewart
Zone delegate - April Newman
Committee members
Bruce Carter , Shelly Ison , Robert Catlin and
Vetea Norman .
Due to the recent bushfires that impacted most of
the Zone the following rides will not run this year
due to extensive damage to State Forest and
National Parks impacting the tracks. Most State
Forest and National Parks in our region still remain
closed at this point. The Zone also lost a lot of its
ride equipment in the recent fires in the form of
bibs, water tubs , etc. New South Wales ERA
made a generous donation to the Zone as well as
a personal donation from John Robertson to help
with the bushfire recovery to the Zone.
The Zone would like to extend its sincere thanks to
both New South Wales ERA and John Robertson
for their generosity. Rides approved in the Zone
this year are:
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Mogendoura 4/5 of July : Mogendoura Is a new
ride to the Zone and despite being affected by the
bushfires it is still looking at going ahead at this
stage, most likely 5km, 20km, 40km rides both
days with an education session on the Saturday.
There may be an opportunity to run an 80km ride
on the Sunday using the same 40km leg twice but
all depends on forestry and tracks being available
after the State Forest is reopened. Chief steward
is Tom McCormack and Darien Feary is head vet.
Sussex Inlet has been approved for the 26/27 of
September. This will also be the South Coast
Zone championships. Discussion is still underway
as to it to be a stand-alone 80/100km or a 100km
elevator for the championship.
Zone members point score will run again this year.
Last year’s winners were:
1st HWT Gavin peacock, 1st MWT Ian Curtis, 1st
LWT Julie Hooper, 1st JNR Levi Robinson
The intermediate distance rug kindly sponsored by
Vicki Mathews was won by Jackie Thoms.
The rides to be included in this years’ members
point score and intermediate distance are:
Mt Lagoon; Mogendoura; Woodstock; Brookvale;
Sussex inlet
Portfolio allocations
Website, Facebook, Noni Seagrim.
IDP, Grants Kerry Fowler-Smith.
Ride Standards/Feedback, Governance, Child
Protection Peter Bice
Ride calendar, website, Jo Davis. Happy with
ride calendar. Belinda says there are things that
we need to remove and things that we should add.
Horse Welfare, Early Warning System, Vet
Liaison, Biosecurity—Matthew Walker
Chief Stewards and TPRs, - Belinda Hopley
Promotions—April Newman.

International—Alam Dastani. Kylie Jonkers
Newsletter—John Howe.
Kerry suggested that John get someone to work
with him to source interesting articles. Belinda will
help. Georgia Ladmore has agreed to write about
metabolics. John said he will have more time this
year.
Merchandise. No longer hold stock but we need
someone to organise embroidery etc. Jacque said
she would take this on. Belinda has been
organising the printing as its closer to her. Jacque
said she is aware of this. She would keep using
the same supply channel as it’s working well.
Pricing is good also.
Belinda asked if would April or Kylie be interested
in being on the volunteers subcommittee? Hold
over.
Formation of subcommittee arising from AGM:
held over to next meeting due to late hour.
Members Think Tank: Hold over.
Advertising.
Kerry, Belinda and Faith will have a teleconference
with Bec Hogan. Plans are to utilise the phone
Faith is sourcing. We need to time the campaign
with rides that people can attend. Six weeks
before the rides we could have the same type of
forum we had at Bathurst to give people time to
train.
Please read Faith’s mentor suggestions and get
back to Belinda or Faith so that they can get this
information out. Kim suggested we go ahead with
it as it can be fine-tuned down the track if
necessary? Resolved to follow Kim’s suggestion
as essentially it is ready to be launched with the
edition of phone numbers and emails etc. Confirm
the contact details and then release to ROs.
There being no further business the meeting
closed at10:32.

Tumut Ride. Simon Bain riding Akifa Farras Ice,
6th LWT, 8hrs 27 mins.
Jennifer Caslick riding A'Landell Kazade,
successful in the Intermediate ride.
Animal Focus photography.
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More Tumut photos by Animal Focus
Jane Paroissien riding Cherrington Request, successful in the Intermediate ride.
Ellen Vine riding Alzarah, 1st MWT 6hrs 25 mins.
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Vale – Ashbend Pirazzi (Ears)
9.12.2000 - 14.11.2019

The adventure is not yet complete.......
Thursday 14th November, 2019 dawned warm
and smoky from all the bushfires.
I gave Ears his breakfast a little after 6.00 a.m. I
opened the gate onto the hill paddock and he
trotted off up the hill. Dry as a chip with dust rising
under his hooves. He got to his usual spot, turned
back to look at me and snorted. Typical start to a
typical day.
A little before noon, Albert, my tenant rang to say
that Ears didn't look well. From the sound of it colic.
I went home and sure enough, colic. I rang the
Vet, loaded Ears and took him in.
Colic, so pain relief and tube drench. Left him with
the Vet for observation.
Go back to work and collect Ears on the way
home from the gym, he'll be fine. That was the plan.

Photo: Animal Focus

3.00 p.m the Vet rang to say that Ears was crashing.
I go back to the Vet's. Extra painkillers had been administered. We set up the drip line.I rang Darien Feary
and John Parbury.
Sadly, Ears wasn't responding. After my consultations with Darien and John I had to make the most
horrible decision of my life.
I rang a couple of members of my Fire Brigade and asked them to meet us at home, I rang Helen and my
children and told them what was happening.
The Vet came home and Ears was put to sleep. I held his head and my Brigade mates held me as I
watched the light go out in his eyes.
Helen came and stayed with me, for which I'm eternally grateful.
I sat out on the hill with him and remembered all the wonderful things we had done together and the places
we'd been.
We buried Ears the next day, next to his training track at the bottom of the hill, in his favourite paddock. He
wore one of his beautiful wool embroidered rugs. As my daughter, Alison said, “He'll be warm in heaven and
the best looking horse there".
At the time I was doing week on week off at the fires so I was glad for the distraction but as I went off on
deployment, I often passed ride bases or spots where Ears and I would stop for picnics as we went to or
from rides. I was incredibly lucky to be surrounded at the time by my brothers and sisters in the RFS. They
all knew me as an endurance rider; all had heard of Ears and many knew him. I was cushioned for months.
When I finally came home to stay, it hit me. Ears isn't here anymore to meet me at the gate.For the 11 years
we were together, whenever I came home, he was always waiting at the gate for me. It didn't matter if I had
been on an overseas holiday or to work for the day. I was always assured of my mate waiting for me.
For quite a long time, I'd get up at night, before bed, to go up and give Ears a biscuit of hay and say
goodnight. Suddenly I'd remember that he wasn't here anymore. Because his death was so sudden, I could
not fully comprehend what had happened.
I'll be forever grateful to all the wonderful people who helped me during this time. I couldn't believe the
beautiful picture of Ears and I at Shahzada that Darien Feary sent me. It’s on the dressing table in my
bedroom and that's where it'll stay. My sunroom is my Shahzada room. I love that sunny room with its
Shahzada pictures where I would dream of Shahzadas past and to come. Now it's my memory room.
It's been over five months now.The training track is overgrown with grass after the wonderful rain that put
out the fires and restored our parched paddocks.There isn't a day that I don't miss my best friend.
People ask when I'll get a new horse. People have kindly offered me horses. I don't know. The world and
COVID-19 have chucked in a new dynamic. Who knows what and where we'll end up?
The photo is of Ears and I on Wednesday afternoon at Shahzada last year, the last photo taken of Ears and
I; fittingly we are headed West.
The adventure is now complete. John Howe
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Unlock the True Potential of Your Horse
Copyright Robyn Larson-Shelton EEBW EEMFR JENT 1 2020
Ever wished you could be better prepared for the endurance season? Ever got to a ride and thought, ‘Damn
(insert appropriate expletive), I should have learned how to stretch/massage/identify (insert appropriate
wish) this problem!’ Well now is the time you can do both of those things, with minimal effort for maximum
effect. Yep, you can do both at once! So get off the couch, put down the beer and get to work.
As a bodyworker, I have enough Shahzadas, Quilties and State Rides under my belt, to no longer feel the
need to attend! However, that wealth of experience has helped shape my career as a therapist and
educator, and I have honed down my pre-ride advice to the things that will really make a difference.
Oh yes, and ever wondered if there is a quicker way to get your horse fit? Got your attention, have I? Read
on…
Strengthening starts weeks, months, even years before a ride. It’s never too late and never too early. Target
your strengthening to your horse’s weaknesses. If you need advice about your horse, ask an educated
person who is not necessarily your best mate. But
someone like me, who for $40 (special CV 19 price) I can
do an online assessment of your horse.
And here’s another great idea, how about strengthening
exercises that also mobilise your horse’s joints, helping
keep them free of arthritis? We can do that….
Carrot Stretches, ho hum, yes I know, boring, but what if I
told you in 5 minutes of CS you could be strengthening
your horse’s back AND reduce the risk of kissing spines,
AND mobilise a whole lot of joints, AND improve stability
in the hindquarter? Sold yet?
And don’t tell me your horse doesn’t like carrots, sigh, use
your imagination, find something they do like, or try some
target training.
Now you have to do something, right now, go to my
Facebook page, Equine Miracle
https://www.facebook.com/pg/EquineMiracle/videos/?ref=page_internal
click on the videos section and find my all-time no 1 of these exercises, ‘The Bow’ then find the ‘Lateral
Neck’, then the ‘Lateral Bow’. Watch and Listen to the videos as I talk you through what you are aiming for
and troubleshooting. Funnily enough the featured horses are endurance horses.
Wait, while you are there look at ‘Standing on a Pedestal’’ this one is totally brilliant for strengthening the
hindquarter and stretching out all the abdominal
muscles. Remember to watch and listen, start with
a very low pedestal of some sort. You can use a
gutter, dam bank, loading ramp etc.
And there is more, check out ‘Time to get your
feeding strategies happening…’ this will knock
those woolly socks off your feet! By just being
smart about How you feed your horse, you can be
actively improving their back and core strength,
improving their hoof balance (because they will
stand square), encouraging your horse to engage
their thoracic sling (forehand muscles that help
stop the horse from breaking down by being too
heavy in front) and improving neck mobility. So
Henley Farm Daba demonstrating how Hay High
now is the time to go get something organised,
helps
you can knock in some long posts to tie hay nets
to, put up some pulleys in the rafters, build a rail at the right height for feeding over etc. The possibilities are
endless and one thing I know about endurance riders, they are great at improvising and knocking together
something that works.
Okay, so now what about learning some hands-on stuff? You have the time to go practice. Not only will you
have some techniques to help keep your horse comfortable and strong, but you will gain insight into how
they should feel, and how they should look. Right now I know there are a whole bunch of online courses
that are very, very cheap. Just do yourself a favour and check the qualifications of the person who is
offering the course. Also check out the FB pages and websites of qualified professionals, often there is free
stuff available. On my page you can find, in the videos section of course, ‘A quick and simple way to help
your horse cope with the stress of the bushfires’’. This technique, called Running the Bladder Meridian, is
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brilliant and I have used it in many emergency situations at endurance rides as well as before every therapy
session.
Oh, and I must mention I have just launched an online course myself! Equine Miracle Online Horse
Bodywork for Owners. The CV19 special price is $50 per module, there are 8 modules, but you can choose
which you would like to complete. Modules include, learning gait assessment, hands-on assessment,
sweating, massage, myofascial release and a heap more. This is a fun, self-paced informative course.
Email me for further info: equinepetmiracle@outlook.com
Lastly, do some work on yourself. There are so many online yoga and exercise programs, give something a
go. You owe it to your horse. Have you ever wheeled a wheelbarrow with too much weight on one side?
How did it feel? Tiring? Unbalanced? Uncomfortable? That’s what happens if you are lopsided due to a sore
hip, knee, shoulder etc. I have a lot of body issues and I find gentle, therapeutic yoga is the best for me. No
pain but lots of gain in flexibility. If you would like to know who I trust, then send me an email.
Time to act, if you do nothing else, set up some postural feeding and hay high for your horses. This makes
the world of difference and will set your horses up to be stronger and more balanced for whenever
endurance starts again.
By Robyn Larson-Shelton

Photographic memories from Shahzada in years gone by. Courtesy of Animal Focus.

April Newman riding Tarnette, Mitch Ravallion riding Love in The Mist and Rhys Norman riding Owata Park Amirah.
Nicole Horne riding Mount Kosi MM 2019
Phoebe Baczocha riding Ralvon Secret MM 2019
Gavin Peacock riding Eclipse
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Summary Report: NSWERA Committee meeting held 23 March 2020 by teleconference.
Present: Tony Warren (Chairman), Kerry Fowler-Smith, Peter Bice, Belinda Hopley, Kim Stephens
(minutes) , Noni Seagrim, Faith Robinson, Alam Dastani, Ruth Sumpner, Jacque Wright, Jo Davis, John
Howe, Kylie Jonkers, April Newman.
Apologies: Matt Walker
This meeting was called to decide if NSWERA rides should be shutdown in response to the COVID-19
situation, or whether we can continue to run events. All committee members need to have their say, as it is
a collective decision that we need to make together.
The very recent AERA Statement on COVID-19 was read which states that AERA is suspending all rides
until further notice as sport is considered a non essential activity.
Morally we need to follow AERA’s advice. It was felt that we would be inconsiderate and unfeeling if we
continue to run rides. We shouldn’t run because of the risk of safety to all people concerned. Organisations
are responsible for the venues and need to take the necessary actions to curb activities that are
unnecessary. We need to help our country shut COVID19 down.
Agreed that we have no alternative but to cease rides for the foreseeable future. The SMC will
continue to review the situation.
NSW State Championship: hoped that this event could be run towards the end of November 2020 pending
application
Insurance Reduction – Can we get a reduction in insurance paid as there are no activities? Director’s
insurance has been paid and event insurance is paid retrospectively. Uncertain as to what invoices we will
receive from the AERA but our current debts are paid.
Membership Fees: perhaps our members may treat the fees they have paid as a donation to the sport.
Impact on NSWERA: we have a request from Sport NSW and the Office of Sport to tell them the worst
case scenario for the period March to end of August 2020. Information collated by Jax and Kerry indicates
that if rides can’t be held before the end of August, we may have a 30% reduction in membership and a
financial loss of 63-69% of our 2019 income. Office of sport is having a weekly conference but we need to
see how things pan out
Noni read a statement that she prepared on COVID19 and suspending endurance riding activities
RESOLUTION: Noni to issue the statement regarding the suspension of all NSWERA endurance activities
until further notice.
Jo: to contact Tooraweenah and Windeyer to let them know of NSWERA’s resolution
Kerry: contact Watagan committee re NSWERA’s resolution
Other Business
AERA Executive:
President: Linda Tanian
Vice Presidents: Kerry Fowler-Smith and Mark Dunn (Tas)
Vice President: Mark Dunn
Treasurer: Sioux Reed
Secretary: Kim Moir
TQ21 Presentation to the AERA: was very well put together, thanks to Jo and Sonia Bonham. Quilty
agreement an d event standard will be sent to us. AERA has lots of relatively minor questions eg is there
internet access?
Kerry: send the AERA’s questions to Sonia Bonham.
Newsletter closing date is 10 April.
Belinda: contact Georgia Ladmore regarding her newsletter article
Tony thanked everyone for making this time available during this trying time
Next Meeting: 3 April 2020, via GoTo Meeting app that AERA has made available. App can be used from
phones or computers, but computers provide better connectivity.
There will be no face to face meetings until the restrictions have been lifted.
Meeting Closed: 8.34pm
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Ride Results
Ride Name: Glen Innes Endurance Progressive Report

Distance: 80.0km
Start Date: 14/03/2020
Ride Type: Endurance
Head Vet: Louisa Poutsma
Chief Steward: Marylou Locke
Heavyweight
Gary Thomas
Middleweight
1
Christopher Schofield
2
Damien Keys
2
Andrea Laws-King
4
Rachel Vercoe
5
Judith Burton
Pamela Karner
Ashley Thomas
Lightweight
1
Louise Sundvall
2
Naomi Lee
3
Jo-Anne Bailey
Clare Fleming
Junior
1
Benjamin Hoey
1
Modena Schofield
3
Candela Pottage
Georgia Morton

Aloha Desert Hero

1

Lame L1

44, 40 (Avg:40)

Briallyn Alimah
Elfar Tilly
Heathfield's Khalukey
Willow
Woodbourne Betty Brown
Garonne Park Diva
Glenelen Park Phoenix

2
2
2
2
2
1
1

6:45:00
37, 41, 45 (Avg:43)
6:55:00
36, 43, 42 (Avg:42)
6:55:00
38, 39, 47 (Avg:43)
8:07:00
40, 48, 59 (Avg:53)
9:48:00
40, 41, 48 (Avg:44)
W/D after Vet L1 40, 45 (Avg:45)
W/D after Vet L1 43, 42 (Avg:42)

Talanii Just A Dream
Flemingo Queen
Sha'Alan Phenomenal Era
Flemingo Sparky

2
2
2
2

7:12:00
7:22:00
9:48:00
HR L2

37, 42, 48 (Avg:45)
44, 44, 53 (Avg:48)
44, 50, 52 (Avg:51)
43, 51, 66 (Avg:58)

Flemingo Saphire
Kharnivale EP
Storm
Flemingo Papilion

2
2
2
2

7:22:00
7:22:00
8:07:00
HR L2

43, 47, 54 (Avg:50)
37, 44, 56 (Avg:50)
45, 44, 60 (Avg:52)
43, 46, 65 (Avg:55)

Intermediate Ride Results
Karlee Rose
Dark Intentions
Maureen Zeschke
Sydney
Jason Hooper
Matta Mia Dougal
Tim White
Khasper
Andrew Jonkers
Girilambone Comet
Sharyn Coulston
Castlebar Roulette
Rashed Abdulla Khamis Al Dhaheri Twynham
El Zephyr
Jolene Cole
Razorback Targaryen
Tracy-Lee Cossor
Future Dream
Savannah
Hannah Cossor
Abra
Candice Mountney
Berwick The Earl
Annette Bailey
Bullio Charlotte
Tiana Baldock
Botusa Park Jezabelle
Mackensie Daley
Ralvon Eternity
Rodney Curry
Hillbrook Return
Jennifer Caslick
A'Landell Kazade
Lauren Brown
Castlebar Praline
Peter Clark
Pinedale Zara
Shirley Clark
Oso Zoltan
Louise Piddington
Trazir Amir Rhazzikh
Ruby Geddes
Yallaroo Amirah
Chris Geddes
Razorback House
Mathew Milne
Airlie Farm Sebastian
Ian Mepham
Macquarie Park
Dassan
Duncan Myers
Mount Macquarie
Bandit
Alexandra Saint John
Cob Galaxy
Jessica Hudson
Mount Macquarie
Ayman
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Ashley Cooper
Jesse Buchan
Tabasco
Talea Hasko-Stewart
Avalon
Caroline Spencer
Rachael Foster
Tanja Zimmermann
Erin Gadsby
Sharlene Stimson
Shannon Cossor
Tahlia Franke
Erinna Vassallo
Jane Paroissien
Steffanie Ulrich
Ben Hudson
Barb Giddins
Moon

Mount Macquarie
Roger
Mountain Ash
Blake's Heaven
Blake's Heaven
Bombora
Ma Koo Loo Hambo
Rainbow On Fire
Sheikh
Zig Zag
Future Dream Zazu
Castlebar Belair
Aspenview Arleen
Cherrington Request
Oso Elyne
Hartfield Untouchable
Mountain Ash Pale

Ride Name: Glen Innes Endurance Progressive Report
Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 14/03/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Louisa Poutsma
Chief Steward: Marylou Locke
Narelle Childs
Kaja Robinson
Clare Fleming
Michael Combe
Ian Mains
Graeme Burchell
Zac Brown
Rachel Brown
Jessica Hudson
Ashley Cooper
Helen Moore
Bianca Richards
Tracey Hutchinson
Kate Appleby
Ruth Van der Wegen
Nicole Dookwah

Maxwell Staccato
Flemingo Papilion
Flemingo Bomsaway
Maxwell Smart
Lady Saphire
Navaho
Sunny
Houdini
Mount Macquarie Diamond
Mount Macquarie Aurora
Brookleigh Ajax
Brookleigh Al Jolson
Woodbourne Sierra
Bashan Bayda
Attallah Soulita
Attallah Akita

Ride Name: Glen Innes Endurance Progressive Report

Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 15/03/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Louisa Poutsma
Chief Steward: Marylou Locke
Narelle Childs
Michael Combe
Duncan Woodhead
Ashley Cooper
Jessica Hudson
Aimee Jeffrey
Jorgi Jeffrey
Cathy Ferguson
Zac Brown
Rachel Brown
Greg Lyon
Ross Pead
Libby Jones
Tracey Hutchinson
Ron Haigh

Maxwell Staccato
Maxwell Smart
San Ella Navit
Mount Macquarie Aurora
Mount Macquarie Diamond
Red Capri
Kaj Emeline
Die Kinder Kosmonaut
Sunny
Houdini
Valentino Rossi
Nyora Keanu
Mr Chips
Henley Farm Hadith
Huckleberry KEI

Ride Name: Glen Innes Endurance Progressive Report

Distance: 20.0km
Start Date: 14/03/2020
Ride Type: Introductory
Head Vet: Louisa Poutsma
Chief Steward: Marylou Locke
Georgia Morton
Alexandra Morton
Ron Haigh
Mathew Broad
Christina Price
Chris Hodgson
Ross Pead
Tanya Priest
Deborah Lister
Beth Rheinberger
Yvonne Mears

Ramalea Magnum
Arabec Laheeb
Huckleberry KEI
Arabec Aerosmith
Ejen Park Impact
Aloha Wild Rose
Nyora Keanu
Kaj Emeline
Armani Extreme
Duray Ruby Too
Lulu
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These are the current TPR’s who have TPR’d from 1/1/17 to 1/6/19.
Please remember to retain currency you are required to TPR at one ride per
year. A lapsed TPR can be reaccredited by a Chief Steward who will
ascertain that the TPR is up to
date with AERA rules and is able to take the heart rate and respiration
correctly. If the CS
is satisfied that the TPR is up to date, the CS will make a note of the TPR’s
name in the CS report and mark it passed.
Please ensure your name is on the CS Ride Report. When you have
accumulated 20 full
days of TPRing you are issued with your own vest, stethoscope and
thermometer.
Please contact Belinda for TPR’s in your area to assist at your ride.
Any queries contact Belinda Hopley.

P – Prov TPR

Arblaster

Jo

Holdsworth

Sonia

Norton

Gertraud

Blessing

Anthony

Holdsworth

Peter

Owen

Rick

Blunt

Justine

Hopley

Belinda CS

Pankhurst

Georgina

Bonham

Peter CS

Howden

Robert

Pearce

Barbara

Broadbent

Steve

Howe

John CS

Pearce

Gillian

Carter

Bruce

Jones

Wendy

Powell

Rhys

Casey

Karen P

Jones

Allix

Reid

Claudia

Coleman

Phil CS

Jonkers

Linda

Reinhold

Bindi

Circosta

Karla P

Kelly

Peter CS

Rich

Helen

Crane

Jennie

Knight

Lindsay

Robinson

Eric

Dastani

Alam P

Layton

Carol

Ryan

Roz

Dickinson

Patricia

Locke

Bob CS

Sandford

Ken

Dunmill

Mark

Locke

Marylou CS

Seagrim

Neil

Faccini

Vetea P

Manderson

Sooz

Smith

Gordon

Fisher

Haydn CS

Martin

Louise

Spackman

Tammie

Fleming

Claire

Matters

Malcolm

Stevens

Kim

Fletcher

Julie

Merceica

Paul

Sumpner

Shirley P

Gardiner

Johanne

McLaughlin

Duncan

Taylor

Michael

Gauci

Charlie

Mills

Gloria

Thomas

Garry

Giddings

Barb

Milne

Christine

Todd

Sue

Gossip

Robyn

Milne

John

Turnbull

Christine

Grelk

Peter

Monahan

Bronwyn

Turnbull

Ralph

Heggarty

Wayne

Moore

Greg

Wade

Martin

Hickey

Wayne

Nelson

Janette

Walker

Tina

Hill

Anne

Newman

April P

Woods

Sophie
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Notice
Dogs must be restrained at all times.
Due to dogs being found running loose in increasing numbers at
endurance events, it has been resolved that riders
are to be disqualified, if their own dog or a dog
belonging to their camp is found not to be
restrained at all times during the full duration of an
endurance event, i.e. from the opening of the ride
base to participants until its closure.
All chief stewards have been instructed to take
action, enforce this rule and report offenders. A ‘no dogs’ policy may be
introduced, if offences against this rule continue to occur.
NSW ERA Management Committee

Provisional Accredited Vet List, (Accreditation in Progress)
Lauren Fletcher

Clarencetown

0447 690 788

Amy Lovett

Picton

0403 664 673

Sarah Hartley

Singleton

0414 727 212

NOT ACCREDITED but willing to help
Rachel Bailey

Sth Berry

4447 8172

Claire Dennis

Wagga Wagga

0427 003 031

Elizabeth Gale

Taree

6552 2633

Tamaryn Grimmer

Barraba

0418 269 769

Alix Haig

Dubbo

0428 142 602

Michael Healy

0424 579 245

Lisa Ryan

Sydney

0400 104 051

Lara Viney

Kundabung

0402 187 040

Nikki Hui

Tamworth

6766 3088

Chelsea Kramer

Coffs Harbour

(W) 6652 3455

Amy Little

ACT

0418 458 982

Peter Launders

Cowra

6341 3113

Fax: 6342 1795

Peter Prendergast

Collaroy

9971 8487

Fax: 9971 6708

Tom Pritchard

0420 780 948

0413 447 370

Kelly Seres

Cowra

6341 3113

Hazel Steven

Wyong Ck

0427 299 935

Fax: 6342 1795

Megan Vetter
Alexandra Meier

Dubbo
Corlette

0400 678 183
alexandrameier@outlook.com
Mobile: 0423 197 503
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NSW ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION INC.
RIDE BOOKING
PROCEDURES
1.

A ride must be booked a minimum of three months prior to the proposed date for the ride.
This requirement may only be waived with the consent of the State Management Committee
(SMC) under exceptional circumstances.

2.

Ride booking forms will be considered in the order in which they are received (including FEI).

3.

When forwarded to the Secretariat the ride booking form must contain;
(a) an alternative date,
(b) have appropriate contact details,
(c) be signed by a member of the ride organising committee,
(d)

Indicate if there are to be any horse health requirements enforced on the ride (please
see rules 14.1 and 16.5 AERA rules – amendments to AERA Rulebook applicable
01/01/2018).

Incorrectly filled forms will be sent back and may hold up approval.
4.

There will only be one Endurance Event scheduled for each weekend.

5.

The NSW SMC will have the right to approve or refuse a ride application in the overall best
interests of the NSWERA membership. Alternate dates to be advised to Ride Committee.

6.

Priority in allocating dates will be given to ride organisers with an established endurance ride
event to maintain that event; alternate dates will be advised by the NSWERA SMC.

7.

Rides must have approval from the NSWERA SMC before the ride is advertised
ANYWHERE, this includes rides being conducted to replace cancelled rides.

8.

Any changes to an already approved ride, e.g. distance changes, additional rides; must have
an amended ride booking form submitted to the NSWERA SMC for re-approval and cannot
be advertised until reapproved.

9.

The ride booking form will indicate the ride committee’s request for their ride to be dual
affiliated with another State.

10.

The ride organiser will receive confirmation of approval, or non-approval, by the ride
calendar portfolio owner in writing as soon as practicable.

11.

Correspondence will be forwarded to ride committees one month prior to their ride
requesting confirmation of the ride’s Head Vet, Treatment Vet and Accredited Chief Steward;
as well as the ride entry fees.
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Logbook & Identification Procedures
A horse is a novice for a minimum of 90 days from the date on which it
successfully completes its first affiliated endurance ride and may only attempt four
rides during this period, ie if a horse successfully completes its first ride on 1st
July, it cannot upgrade to endurance status until after 28th September and may
only enter four rides during this period. There is no limit on the time it takes to
reach endurance status. Your horse can be a novice for as many months (or
years) as you like.
When your horse has successfully completed 240 kms of affiliated endurance (not
training) rides, it can be upgraded from novice (blue log book) to endurance
(yellow log book) status.
Ensure the brands are clear. If not, have the horse re-branded or microchipped
(Refer to rule H5.2(a) - (b) ) and H5.3).
Have a vet complete the horse identification form (written description and
diagrams) and sign it. Identification and microchipping can be done at most rides,
but it is advisable to check with the ride secretary beforehand.
Complete the logbook application form and attach I.D. form, novice horse logbook
and the appropriate fee.
Please allow 10 working days from date of posting for return.
It is essential to retain a copy of the I.D. form and perhaps have it laminated for the
future.
PLEASE NOTE An Endurance Horse Logbook will not be issued unless a signed
Veterinary Identification Form is enclosed with the application. The I.D. in the
novice log book is NOT acceptable.
If there is anything that you are unsure of, please do not hesitate to phone me.

Jacky Barlow,
NSW Endurance Riders Association
(02) 4938 0081
109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSN. INC.
Application for Registration of a Current Endurance Horse

Horse registration fees for 2016. Lifetime registration fee is $60, payable when the horse qualifies from
Novice to Endurance horse, or a yearly fee of $25 per horse per year. This should be paid with your
membership renewal for 2016. Any endurance horses not registered in 2016 will not be allowed to compete.
A label will be placed inside back cover of the Logbook. To apply for your labels, please complete the
following details and forward with your payment to:

THE REGISTRAR, .109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323

Owners Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________Postcode: ___________
Membership Number: ________________________

Name of Horse

AERA No.

Annual Fee
($60 lifetime or
$25 per year)

To assist in maintaining our records, please advise of any horse that has a yellow
Logbook that is no longer competing for any reason.

Name of Horse
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AERA No.

Reason

AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR DISTANCE SCROLL

Applicant name:
Postal address:

Postcode:

Email address:

Telephone:

I wish to apply for a …………….km scroll for the horse listed below, I have enclosed the appropriate fee
(if applicable)
Horse Details
Name of Horse:
Other horse names that may have been used:
Log Book No:

Sex:

Date of Birth:

Breed:

S

M

G

(please circle)

Breed Registration No:
Sire:
Dam:
Breeder:
Owner:
Scrolls are available as follows:

300km

$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 300km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division or has successfully completed the Quilty in under 15
hours.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------800km
$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 800km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1600km
Free on behalf of AERA
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 1600km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 3000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 5000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AERA Certificates of Merit are presented at 1500km intervals over and above 5000km (6500km, 8000km,
9500km etc). Send your completed forms (plus any applicable fee) to the AERA Registrar:
Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Requests for Scrolls 3,000km and above to be presented at the Tom Quilty Gold Cup in Victoria must be received by no later than 31st July 2016.
Notes:
(1) Unaffiliated and training rides are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR LIFETIME RIDER DISTANCE SCROLL

The AERA is pleased to announce a Lifetime Distance recognition award for riders who achieve
significant distances during their endurance careers. The awards will be presented annually as
part of the AERA annual awards presented at each Tom Quilty.
The first level of recognition shall be 10,000kms with subsequent recognition at 5,000km intervals.

APPLICANTS DETAILS
Name:
Membership No:

Telephone:

Postal Address:
Email Address:

DETAILS OF RIDER INFORMATION
Riders Full Name:
Previous name e.g. Maiden name
Current Membership No:
DOB:

/

/

Previous Membership No:
SEX:

Male

Female

First year of competition:

DISTANCE APPLYING FOR:
10,000km

15,000km

20,000km

25,000km

30,000km

35,000km

NOTES FOR REGISTRAR (IF REQUIRED):

Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Requests for Scrolls 3,000km and above to be presented at the Tom Quilty Gold Cup in Victoria
must be received by no later than 31st July 2016.
Notes:
(1) Unaffiliated, introductory, training rides and mini marathons are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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Ride Secretaries
Annette Bailey
Mobile: 0429 326 245
Email: acabailey@bigpond.com
Bullio Cup

Pam Karner
Mobile: 0457 866 222
Email: drpamkarner@gmail.com
Upper Corindi

Sonia Bonham
“Tarralea”
Armatree NSW 2828
Phone: (02) 6848 5345
Email: gavinandsonia@bigpond.com
Tooraweenah

Amanda Kettlewell
Mobile: 0428 849 720
Email: aejkettlewell@bigpond.com
Table Top

Jo Davis
0433 576 354
woodstock.nswera@gmail.com
Woodstock

Col Lewis
Mobile: 0415 453 434
Email: bricouma1@bigpond.com.au
The Rock
Helen Lindsay
PO Box 440,
Cowra NSW 2794
Phone: (02) 63429289
Email: kintamaniarabs@bigpond.com
Lachlan ERC

Ian Dreghorn
46 Barcoo Street Roseville 2069
Mobile: 0427 456 436
Email: ian.dreghorn@gmail.com
Zone 1 & Q60

Trish Mackay
Phone: 0466 575 824
Email: pmackay54@bigpond.com
Glen Innes

Clare Feary
Mobile: 0413 341 270
Email: fearyclare@gmail.com
Wandandian
Gail Fisher
Mobile: 0427 537 636
Phone: (02) 6373 3932
Email: kailaniarabians@yahoo.com.au
Mudgee
Fia Hasko-Stewart
1 Maria Place
Lyons, ACT 2606
Phone: (02) 6289 7348
Email: Fia.Cumming@health.gov.au
Scenic City
Rebecca Hogan
"Tayen" Vinicombes Road
WINGELLO NSW 2579
Mobile: 0412 600 173
Email: bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au
Wingello

Lizzie Moir
Mobile 0409 058 733
Email: emoir7@hotmail.com
Bago Bush Bash
Rick Owen
“Idylway” Tarrabandra Road
Gundagai NSW 2722
Phone: (02) 6944 1628
Gundagai
Sonya Ruprecht
17473 Pacific Hwy
Ghinni Ghinni NSW 2430
Phone: (02) 6553 9523
Mobile: 0409 539 523
Email: dsruprecht@westnet.com.au
Kundabung
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Ride Secretaries
Jenny Shepheard
P.O.Box 578
Batemans Bay NSW 2536
Phone: 02 44781089
Email: currowan@hotmail.com
Currowan

Matthew Walker
Phone: 0408 468 622
Email: thirlmerevet@bigpond.com
Bunnigalore
Kathy Ward
Secretary Richmond Rivers Endurance Riders
Club
40 Lennox Street
Casino NSW 2470
Mobile: 0403 748 915
Email: kath9178@gmail.com
New Italy

Ruth Sumpner

Post- PO Box 53
Tinonee 2430
Mobile - 0403015722
Email - kiwarrakride@gmail.com

Kiwarrak Cup

Kim Stephens
Phone: 0488 473 701
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com
Tumut Easter Carnival
Mette Sutton
2 Cox Street
Mudgee NSW 2850
(02) 6372 4960 (ah)
Mobile: 0400 308 626
Email: mette.sutton@bigpond.com
Mudgee ERC

Brianna Webb
312 Cedar Ridge Rd
Kurrajong NSW 2758
Email: Brianna.k.webb@hotmail.com
Mobile: 0420 363 148
Zone One—Mt Lagoon
Jacque Wright

Mobile: 0423 733 456
jacquelwright@gmail.com
Burraga

Sue Todd
285 The Gullies Road
Glen Davis NSW 2846
Phone: (02) 6379 7218
Email: suetodd@activ8.net.au
Shahzada

TPR Notice
All TPR's are now accredited for life, regardless of when you qualified. All the known
TPR's are being put on the NSWERA website (Horse Welfare, TPR) and
AERAspace. If you are qualified and you go to a ride to TPR and you are not on the
list, the CS at that ride will check your abilities and knowledge of the current rules
and will re-accredit you on the spot. Your name is then added to this list. If you are
not on this list, then please contact Belinda Hopley.
NSW Committee
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Register of Chief Stewards
1/12/19 Chief Steward Register:
Peter Bonham – “Clancy” Tooraweenah, NSW 2831. 6825 4330 –
Email: clancytoor@ipstar.com
Neil Clarkson – 261 Kain’s Flat Rd, Kain’s Flat. NSW 2850. 0427 258 291 Email: neilc5244@gmail.com
Phil Coleman – 143A Ryans Rd, Lake Innes, NSW 2446. 0409 248 852–
Email: philcoleman143@gmail.com
Louise Counsell – Lot 190 Princes H’Way, Bendandah, NSW 2536. 4478 6288 Email: louisec@live.com.au
Haydn Fisher – 74 Walsh Rd, Budgee Budgee, NSW 2850. 0428 324 449 Email: haydgail@outlook.com
Belinda Hopley – 63 Walga Close, Carwoola, NSW 2620. 6238 2293 Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au
Peter Kelly – PO Box 7, Kendall, NSW 2439. 65594172 Email: carolyn.kelly@activ8.net.au
Renee Kirk - 266 Westbrook Rd, Westbrook, NSW. 2330 0419 467162
Email: jrkendurance@yahoo.com
Bob Locke - 291 Crowther Drive, Kundabung, NSW 2441. 0417 687 630 Email: bmll@bigpond.com
Marylou Locke - 0402 862 979 - Email: maryloulocke@bigpond.com
Tom McCormack – 273 Yass River Road, Yass, NSW 2582. 0409 948 639Email: admin@selxnsw.com.au
Sean Pollard - 730 Beechwood Rd, Beechwood, 2446. 0439 905 942 Email: seanpollard@y7mail.com
Tony Warren – 13 Herbert St, Kemps Ck, NSW 2178. 0412 960 600 –
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Courses: Please contact the NSWERA CS/TPR Registrar if you wish to start the process to be a Chief
Steward.
Please ensure that all the Veterinarians and TPR's (and yourself) are entered on the Volunteers list for
insurance purposes and the CS Ride report. If the TPR is a current Associate Member, please explain to
them that they are entitled to free Associate Membership as a working TPR and may apply for a refund if a
membership fee has been paid.
NSWERA gives our Chief Stewards their own CS vest when they have Chief Stewarded at 15 rides, and
the TPR’s receive their own vest, stethoscope and thermometer when they have completed 20 days as an
accredited TPR.
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NSW Veterinary List—As at April 2016
Address

Email

Phone

Nadine Allan

Gilgandra

nadine@gilvets.com.au

6847 1129

Simon Bain

Yass

bainslie55@bigpond.com

0400 462 656

David Brown

Kiama

collinsstvet@gmail.com

4233 1781

Emma Davis

Yass

myveterinarycareer@tgmail.com

0411 249 729

Chris Dowey

St Mary’s

cldowey@gmail.com

9623 3970

Darien Feary

Sydney

darien.feary@sydney.edu.au

0458 299 561

glover.heather.m@gmail.com

0409 826 423

Heather Glover

Mudgee

Kym Hagon

Manilla

kymhagon@hotmail.com

Karim Kooros

Bowral

retvet@bigpond.com

Glynis Kuipers

Sth Nowra

office@southcoastvet.com.au

6785 1955
0429 821 315
4861 1166
4862 1740f
0412 319 110

Georgia Ladmore

gel311@hotmail.com

0423 359 527

Jess Liddiard

jessicaliddiard23@gmail.com

0433 201 198

nicole_mace_@hotmail.com

0408 117 560

Nicole Mace

South Coast

Nathan Noble

Adelong

Adrian Owen

Wingham

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Tony Parker

Luddenham

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Louisa Poutsma

Sth Grafton

louisa@mobivet.com.au

0411 716 932

Steve Roberts

Gundaroo

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Bruno Ros

Tuncester

bruno@neequinevets.com.au

0427 293 227

Georgiana Sheridan

P O Box 410,
Church Point
HEVC
Clarendon

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

striderjet@yahoo.com

0409 280 528

Sarah Van Dyke

Canberra

slvandyk@hotmail.com

0405 751 817

Matthew Walker

Thirlmere Vet Clinic
Thirlmere

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f
0424 959 115

Emily Streckfuss

0428 446 317

Charles Webb

Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
Natasha Webb
Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
These vets need to do a ride as a line vet before being a Head Vet,

0424 959 115

Tori Locke

Sydney

vlocke@randwickequine.com.au

0429 399 936

Robyn Mather

Medowie

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

John Parbery

HEVC Clarendon

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676
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Dr Robyn Mather

26A Lakeside Tce
Medowie 2318

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

Dr Adrian Owen

82 Combined Street
Wingham 2429

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Dr Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head 2440

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676

Dr John Parbery

226 Hawkesbury Valley
Way, Clarendon, NSW
2756
Ebenezer 2756

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Dr Ross Pedrana

27 Cobra St
Dubbo 2830

rosspedrana@rpvs.com.au

6884 9777

Dr Steve Roberts

"Bendy Creek" Noyes
Lane, Gundaroo 2620

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Dr Jim Roger

Jerry's Plains Veterinary
Clinic
10 Pagan St Jerry's
Plains NSW 2330

jimvet@ozemail.com.au

0412 521848
4576 4162

Dr Jantein Saltet

PO Box 674
Young 2594

hilltopsequine@bigpond.com

0429 991 665

Dr Georgiana
Sheridan

P O Box 410
Church Point 2105

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

Dr Daniel Sims

Adelaide Hills Equine
Clinic,
Crn Main Rd and River
Rd, Hahndorf, SA 5245

clinic@hillsequine.com.au

0437 322 093
BH: 08-8388
7489

Dr Albert Sole-Guitart

705 Montpelier Drive,
The Oaks, NSW 2750

uvthc-reception@sydney.edu.au

0409 662 002

Dr Andrew Speer

Greencross South Tamworth Vet Clinic
88 Duri Rd
Tamworth 2340

andrewspeer@greencross.com

6765 4244
6765 4338f

Dr Emily Streckfuss

HEVC
226 Hawkesbury Valley
Way, Clarendon

striderjet@yahoo.com

Dr Chris Stott

25 King St, Berry 2523

cstott89@gmail.com

0402 660 492

Dr Aleona Swegen

68 Lindsay St, Hamilton,
NSW 2308

aleonaswegen@gmail.com

0405 168 727

Dr Matthew Walker

Thirlmere Vet Clinic
25 Oaks Road
Thirlmere 2572

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f

Dr Natasha Webb

Webb Equine Services
Canberra

info@webbequinevets.com.au

0424 959115

Dr Tony Parker

For non accredited vets
who are willing to help out at rides,
please see page 60
of this publication.
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Newsletter advertising
Deadlines for the newsletter will be the 10th day of every even month, February, April,
June, August, October and December UNLESS otherwise stated.
Remember to get your Ride Previews and Ride Reviews in as early as possible.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
It is preferable for Newsletter content to be emailed in Rich Text format, as a Word
document or inside an email. Photos should be high resolution .jpg files, no larger than
3MB. Photo's sent via mail will be scanned and returned if a self-addressed, stamped
envelope is supplied.
You should always check to make sure that any emailed material has actually been
received by the editor.
Advertisements will not be published unless they are accompanied by an appropriate
cheque made out to the NSW ERA. Long term display advertisers can be invoiced by the
NSW ERA. For more information please contact the editor.
Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
One Issue

Two Issues

Full year

Full page

$110

$198

$550

Half page

$66.00

$120

$275

Quarter page

$33

$66

$154

Inside front cover

$132

$220

$660

Inside back cover

$132

$220

$660

Outside back cover

$142

Inserts

$125 + P&H

CLASSIFIED
Members

$5.50*

Non-members

$11.00*

Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
Additional words $5.50 for 10 or part thereof.
Send Letters to the Editor to:
Helen Rich, Post Office Box 7197, Wilberforce NSW 2756
Phone: (02) 4576 3388
Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com
At the discretion of the Editor, these letters may be forwarded to the NSW ERA committee
for approval prior to publication.
Please send all correspondence addressed to Helen Rich as above.
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NSW State Management Committee

Executive
Tony Warren

President

Mobile: 0412 960 600
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Kerry Spratt

Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants

Mobile 0412 014430
Email: secretary@nswera.asn.au

Kim Stephens

Treasurer, Zone 4 Delegate

Mobile: 0488 473 701 Home: 69 472951
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com

Noni Seagrim

Vice President, AERA,
Facebook, Website

(02) 6236 2129 (best) and mobile 0499 777 912
Email : nseagrim@hotmail.com

Jo Davis

Ride Calendar, Website

Mobile: 0433 576 354
Email: jo.davis@westnet.com.au

Peter Bice

Vice President, AERA,
Governance, Ride Standards
& Feedback, Child Protection
Horse Welfare, EWS, Vet
Liaison, Biosecurity

Mobile: 0418 275 675 Home: (02) 4566 4758
Email: peterbice@bigpond.com
Mobile: 0408 468 622
Email: matthewphwalker@gmail.com

Belinda Hopley

Chief Steward and TPRs,
Grants

Phone: (02)6238 2293
Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au

Jacque Wright

Promotions, Website,
Merchandise

Mobile: 0423 733 456
Email: jacquelwright@gmail.com

Alamdar Dastani

International

Mobile: 0488 777 921
Email: alamdardastani@hotmail.com

Kylie Jonkers

International

Mobile: 0418 555 499
Email: kyannelimos@hotmail.com

Non Executive

Matthew Walker

Zone Delegates
Faith Robinson

Zone 1 Delegate

Mobile 0418 220 927
Email: faithbob@me.com

John Howe

Zone 2 Delegate,
Newsletter

Phone: (02) 6373 7750 Mobile 04017 12138
Email: greengully2005@yahoo.com.au

April Newman

Zone 5—Delegate
Promotions

Email: tangaran1021@yahoo.com.au

Ruth Sumpner

Zone 6 Delegate

Email: sumpnerr@gmail.com

Non Committee Personnel
NSW Secretariat
Newsletter Editor

Jacky Barlow, 109 Sandy Creek Road, Mt Vincent NSW 2323
Phone (02) 4938 0081. Email: secretariat@nswera.asn.au
Helen Rich, PO Box 7197 Wilberforce NSW 2756
Mobile 0428 763 388 Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com

Track Preservation

Fiona Meller, Phone: (02) 4576 1344
Email: effandee@iprimus.com.au. And Charlie Gauci

AERA Secretary

Kim Moir, 192 Percival Road, Chatsworth, 4570 Queensland
Telephone (07) 5481 6370 Mobile: 0476 166 903 International +61
Email: kktkmoir@bigpond.com

NSW ERA Website: www.nswera.asn.au

AERA: www.aera.asn.au
Endurance World: www.enduranceworld.net

